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Simulation is a powerful and efficient tool for studying wireless net-
works. Despite the widespread use of simulation, particularly in the study
of IEEE 802.11-style networks (e.g., WLAN, mesh, and ad hoc networks),
doubts about the credibility of simulation results still persist in the research
community. These concerns stem, in part, from a lack of trust in some of
the models used in simulation as they do not always accurately reflect reality.
Models of the physical layer (PHY), in particular, are a key source of concern.
The behavior of the physical layer varies greatly depending on the specifics of
the wireless environment, making it difficult to characterize. Validation is the
primary means of establishing trust in such models.
We present an approach to validating physical layer models using the
direct execution of a real PHY implementation inside the wireless simulation
environment. This approach leverages the credibility inherent to testbeds,
while maintaining the scalability and repeatability associated with simulation.
vii
Specifically, we use the PHY implementation from Hydra, a software-defined
radio testbed, to validate the sophisticated physical layer model of a new
wireless network simulator, called WiNS. This PHY model is also employed
in other state-of-the-art network simulators, including ns-3. As such, this
validation study also provides insight into the fidelity of other wireless network
simulators using this model. This physical layer model is especially important
because it is used to represent the physical layer for systems in 802.11-style
networks. Network simulation is a particularly popular method for studying
these kinds of wireless networks.
We use direct-execution to evaluate the accuracy of our PHY model
from the perspectives of different protocol layers. First, we characterize the
link-level behavior of the physical layer under different wireless channels and
impairments. We identify operating regimes where the model is accurate and
show accountable difference where it is not. We then use direct-execution
to evaluate the accuracy of the PHY model in the presence of interference.
We develop “error-maps” that provide guidance to model users in evaluating
the potential impact of model inaccuracy in terms of the interference in their
own simulation scenarios. This part of our study helps to develop a better
understanding of the fidelity of our model from a physical layer perspective.
We also demonstrate the efficacy of direct-execution in evaluating the
accuracy of our PHY model from the perspectives of the MAC and network
layers. Specifically, we use direct-execution to investigate a rate-adaptive MAC
protocol and an ad hoc routing protocol. This part of our study demonstrates
viii
how the semantics and policies of such protocols can influence the impact that
a PHY model has on network simulations. We also show that direct-execution
helps us to identify when a model that is inaccurate from the perspective of
the PHY can still be used to generate trustworthy simulation results.
The results of this study show that the leading physical layer model
employed by WiNS and other state-of-the-art network simulators, including
ns-3, is accurate under a limited set of wireless conditions. Moreover, our
validation study demonstrates that direct-execution is an effective means of
evaluating the accuracy of a PHY model and allows us to identify the operating
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Wireless networks are ubiquitous in everyday life. The proliferation of
devices using IEEE 802.11 standards, in particular, enabled the use of wireless
networking in many new environments and applications. Growing demand for
faster and more reliable communication in existing Wi-Fi and cellular data
networks, as well as emerging applications of mesh and vehicular networks,
continues to drive innovative research in wireless communications.
Simulation is an important and powerful tool for researchers studying
wireless systems. This approach is an efficient means of studying large-scale
networks and reliably generating repeatable results. Discrete-event simulators,
most notably ns-2, are commonplace tools in studying 802.11-style networks,
such as wireless local area networks (WLAN), mesh, and ad hoc networks.
Our study of wireless networking is especially motivated by the issues in these
kinds of 802.11-style networks.
Despite the widespread use of wireless network simulation, doubts about
the credibility of results derived from simulation still pervade in the research
community. This problem stems from a lack of trust in the models used in
simulations, as they may not always accurately reflect reality. In particular,
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Bagrodia, Takai, Steenkiste, Kotz, and others have identified that inaccurate
or overly simplified physical layer (PHY) reception models are a major cause
for the prevailing skepticism with results derived from simulation [1–6].
Faced with the credibility concerns surrounding simulation, we instead
set out to investigate wireless networking using real-world experiments. In
particular, we developed an experimental network testbed and prototyping
platform called Hydra [7]. Experiments conducted on Hydra provide implicitly
credible (i.e., realistic) results. They are a snap shot of a real system using
real hardware and software operating in a real-world environment. Unlike
most testbeds, which use commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) wireless devices,
our software-defined radio (SDR) testbed is also a flexible tool for prototyping
and experimenting with new MAC/PHY protocols and algorithms.
Developing and experimenting with Hydra, however, presented two
challenges. The first was that deploying and maintaing Hydra as the size of
the network testbed grew required significant resources. The second problem
was in reliably generating specific wireless channels in real-world experiments.
This made it difficult to reliably produce repeatable experimental results.
Simulation is inherently well-suited to deal with these issues of scale
and repeatability. This makes it an indispensable tool for studying wireless
networks. As a result, we set out to leverage our experience in implementing
and experimenting with Hydra to develop a new wireless network simulator,
called WiNS. This effort was in response to the skepticism surrounding most
network simulators at the time, the most popular of which was ns-2. Similar
2
concerns about the credibility of simulation still persist today. The goal in
designing WiNS was to more accurately model the interactions between the
physical layer, wireless channel, and other protocol layers.
In WiNS, we implemented a sophisticated physical layer model intended
to accurately represent the physical layer of a real system; specifically, a PHY
that would be used in 802.11-style networks. This same physical layer model
is currently employed in state-of-the-art network simulators, including ns-3.
The physical layer has a profound influence on the operation of higher-layer
protocols [8]; a lack of physical layer accuracy in many network simulators,
such as ns-2 and OPNET, has been shown to lead to incorrect conclusions
about network protocols [3, 4, 9, 10]. As such, after implementing our PHY
model in WiNS we still had to ask the question: can we trust that simulations
using our model accurately reflect reality?
To answer this question, we would need to validate our PHY model
against a real system. Specifically, we chose to validate our model against the
physical layer of Hydra. In our approach to this, we validate simulations of
the model in WiNS against direct-execution of the physical layer from Hydra.
Direct-execution involves executing the same code used by the real system,
i.e. the software-defined PHY implementation of Hydra, directly inside the
wireless simulation environment.
Using this direct-execution approach, we can perform a side-by-side
comparison of our PHY model and the physical layer of a real system (Hydra)
using the exact same wireless environments and network scenarios. We hope
3
to show that direct-execution is an effective means of:
(i) establishing trust in a physical layer model, and
(ii) developing an understanding of the operating regimes where the model
is suitable for wireless network simulation.
1.1 Thesis Statement
Our thesis is as follows:
Validating the physical layer models used by wireless network simulators
is critical for establishing trust in simulation results. Comparing the
simulation of a physical layer model against direct-execution of a real
implementation is an effective means of evaluating the accuracy of such
a model. Further, this approach provides a mechanism for studying the
fidelity of a model in terms of its impact on network simulations.
1.2 Goals and Contributions
Our goal in this dissertation is to demonstrate our thesis by utilizing
direct-execution to evaluate the fidelity of a PHY model against the physical
layer from a SDR testbed, namely Hydra. In particular, we use this approach
to validate a physical layer model used to represent the PHY of devices in
802.11-style networks. This model is employed in state-of-the-art network
simulators, including WiNS and ns-3. Here, we elaborate on the other goals
and contributions of the dissertation.
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The first contribution of our work is the design and development of a
detailed wireless network simulator called WiNS. This flexible and configurable
simulation environment is a vehicle for implementing the direct-execution of
the physical layer from Hydra. We use WiNS to independently validate the
PHY model mentioned above using direct-execution.
We designed a validation methodology to evaluate our PHY model
against direct-execution of the Hydra physical layer. In the first part of this
validation, we examine the performance of the physical layer in the absence of
interference. In particular, we evaluate the accuracy of the frame detection and
packet decoding components of the PHY model. We identify operating regimes
where the physical layer model is valid and show accountable differences where
it is not. The extensive measurements taken in this part of the validation are
a significant contribution of our work.
The next part of our work evaluates the performance of the PHY in the
presence of interference. Our goal is to identify interfence scenarios where the
accuracy of the PHY model might impact network simulations. We develop
“error-maps” that visualize the accuracy of the PHY model under different
conditions. These error-maps can guide model users in evaluating a PHY
model based on the interference conditions that are present in their network
simulations. The extensive measurements taken for these error-maps are also
a significant contribution of the dissertation.
Next, in our validation methodology, we move up the network protocol
stack to evaluate the accuracy of the physical layer model from the perspec-
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tive of the medium-access-control (MAC) layer. Specifically, we consider the
operation of a rate-adaptive MAC protocol, the Receiver-Based Auto Rate
(RBAR) protocol, using direct-execution. The goal of this investigation is to
show how direct-execution can be used to validate the PHY model from the
perspective of a protocol layer above the PHY. We show that this approach can
also benefit the protocol design process. Finally, using direct-execution with
RBAR, we demonstrate how the semantics and policies used by a protocol can
affect the impact that a PHY model has on the accuracy of simulations.
The final part of our physical layer validation using direct-execution
migrates farther up the network protocol stack. We evaluate the accuracy of
the PHY model from the perspective of the network layer. In particular, we
consider physical layer operation in an ad hoc network using Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR), an on-demand ad hoc routing protocol. Routing in mobile
ad hoc networks continues to be an active area of research where simulation
is regularly used to study wireless networks. As such, we use a straightfor-
ward routing protocol (DSR) in our study to demonstrate the utility of direct
execution in understanding the accuracy of simulations for such networks.
In evaluating the performance of DSR using the PHY model and direct-
execution of the Hydra physical layer, we consider different protocol configura-
tions and wireless impairments. The goal of this part of our study is to provide
further evidence of the utility of direct-execution in validating the PHY model
from the perspective of different protocol layers. This validation study shows
how the semantics and policies of DSR directly influence the operating regime
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for the phyical layer and how wireless impairments can influence the behavior
of the protocol. We also present a simple modification of the DSR protocol
that can mitigate the impact of model inaccuracy on network simulations.
1.3 Road Map
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows.
• Chapter 2 presents background information necessary for understanding
the rest of the disseration and motivating our approach.
• In Chapter 3, we describe our direct-execution approach in detail.
• Chapter 4 introduces the Hydra prototype and provides details for the
algorithms and operation of its physical layer implementation.
• Chapter 5 presents the design of the network simulator WiNS. We also
provide details of the PHY model in WiNS and discuss the integration
of the Hydra physical layer to enable direct-execution.
• In Chapter 6, we use direct-execution to study the link-level performance
of the physical layer and validate the detection and decoding components
of the PHY model in WiNS.
• Chapter 7 examines the behavior of the physical layer in the presence
of interference. The measurements in this section guide model users in
assessing the suitability of our PHY model for simulations of networks
with different interference characteristics.
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• Chapter 8 extends our investigation to the MAC layer and presents re-
sults on the accuracy of our PHY model in simulations of RBAR.
• In Chapter 9, we investigate the accuracy of the PHY model using direct-
execution to simulate an ad hoc network using the DSR protocol.
• Finally, Chapter 10 concludes our work with a summary of our contri-




Computer simulation is an important tool for engineers and scientists
investigating protocols and algorithms in wireless networks. In particular,
this approach is a commonplace tool in studying IEEE 802.11-style networks,
including WLAN, mesh, and ad hoc networks. There continues, however,
to be doubts about the validity of results derived through wireless network
simulation. Moreover, the question that many researchers still ask is: can we
trust that results derived through simulation accurately reflect reality?
In this chapter, we discuss the causes of this skepticism and efforts
to address it. Our work in this dissertation contributes to a larger effort to
improve the fidelity and trust in wireless network simulation. Specifically, we
focus on this issue as it relates to the physical layer. The goal of this chapter
is to provide background information necessary for understanding the rest of
the dissertation and the motivation behind our approach.
Here, we begin by examining problems surrounding wireless network
simulation and how they have contributed to concerns about the credibility
of this approach. We discuss various methods for improving the accuracy of
network simulators, including the use of emulation and empirical modeling.
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Next, we present approaches currently used by wireless network simulators in
modeling the physical layer. We also discuss why this modeling task continues
to challenge model developers. Finally, we discuss the critical part of the
model building process that attempts to answer our previous question, namely
model validation. Specifically, we provide an overview of various approaches
that have been used to validate physical layer models.
2.1 Wireless Network Simulation
Many discrete-event simulators have been developed or extended to
simulate wireless networks; ns-2, OPNET, OMNet++, QualNet, and ns-3 are
some of the most popular ones [11–15]. Simulation inherently has a level of
control and reproducibility that is difficult and costly to achieve with field
experiments on real systems. In addition, it has a low barrier of entry for
other researchers seeking to independently verify experimental results. Thus,
it has become a commonplace tool for wireless network research, particularly
in studying 802.11-style networks.
In light of the widespread use of this approach, it is disturbing that
simulation-based research still faces a crisis of credibility [16]. That is, many
researchers have identified flaws that are prevalent in published simulation
results, such as the use of inaccurate models and problems with experimental
methodology. These concerns have led many to question the credibility of
results derived from wireless network simulations. Here, we examine the causes
of this skepticism and overview efforts to improve the accuracy of simulators.
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2.1.1 A Crisis of Credibility
The lack of confidence in simulation-based research results stems from
three main sources: (i) problems with experimental methodology, (ii) poor
publishing or documentation practices, and (iii) concerns about the validity
of models used in simulation. All of these issues are also important in other
experimental sciences that use model-based computer simulation, particularly
in the fields of physics and chemistry. The focus of our work in this dissertation
is on addressing the final conern, namely model validation.
2.1.1.1 Documentation and Methodology
The ability to independently verify the claims and simulation results
of others is vital to establishing the credibility of simulation-based research.
Kurkowski, Camp, and Colagrosso surveyed peer-reviewed publications from
a leading mobile networking conference (MobiHoc) between 2000 and 2005 [5].
They found that 85% of the research papers were not independently repeatable
because of a lack of documentation. Insufficient documentation of experimen-
tal parameters or unpublished software were commonly cited as impediments.
Basic information, such as the name of the simulator software tool used and
its version number, were often missing from published results.
Andel and Yasinac identified similar problems with other mobile ad hoc
network (MANET) simulation studies [6]. They also identified problems with
random number generation, transient simulation behavior, and poor statistical
analysis that further diminished the credibility of published simulation results.
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Increased awareness of these issues is important, but avoiding these
pitfalls still largely remains the responsibility of individuals using simulation.
Perrone, Kenna, and Ward addressed this issue by developing a framework for
experiment automation that helps simulation users avoid common publishing
and experimental mistakes [16]. Approaches like this and illumination of these
issues has improved the quality of peer-reviewed publications for simulation-
based network research with regard to these methodological concerns.
2.1.1.2 Model Accuracy
Wireless network simulators are responsible for modeling all aspects of
a real system, including: traffic, mobility, the network protocol stack, vagaries
of the wireless channel, and impairments in radios. Models used in simulation
may not always accurately reflect reality. For example, many wireless network
simulations employ random waypoint motion, yet this mobility model has
repeatedly been shown to be unrealistic [6, 17–19]. While the accuracy of traffic
and mobility models are important, the focus of our concerns is on the physical
layer, which plays a critical role in the accuracy of network simulations.
As early as 2001, Takai, Martin, and Bagrodia identified that physical
layer models impact the accuracy of mobile network simulations [3]. Their
paper examined the interactions between the wireless reception models and ad
hoc routing protocols of two popular simulators, ns-2 and GloMoSim. Their
work established the need to not only understand the accuracy of radio models
used in simulation, but also their impact on higher layer protocols.
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More recently, Stepanov and Rothermel investigated the impact of wire-
less propagation and reception models in MANET simulations [20]. They
evaluated the performance of routing protocols in various MANET topologies
using a sophisticated ray tracing model and other well-established propagation
models (i.e., log-normal shadowing and two-ray ground). The authors showed
that in some cases, simple propagation models could even produce misleading
results about the performance of MANET routing protocols.
A variety of similar model-comparison studies can also be found in the
literature [21–24]. These studies show that the results dervied from simulations
depend a great deal on the underlying propagation and reception models used
by simulators. The question still remains: do the models used in simulation
accurately reflect reality?
Newport et al. addressed this question by showing how many of the
underlying assumptions used in network simulations were simplistic and did
not accurately reflect reality [4]. The authors used extensive measurements
of an outdoor network of 40 nodes to evaluate many of the basic assumptions
used in simulation, such as “signal strength is a simple function of distance”
or “the world is flat” or “if I can hear you, I can hear you perfectly”.
A contrarian opinion of the need for improved model accuracy was
presented by Stojmenovic [25]. He argues that simulation studies should use
simple models when establishing a “proof of concept” or comparing competing
protocols. The author, however, still recognizes the need for accurate models
in simulation, but says they should only used when refining algorithms.
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We agree with the majority of researchers represented by this body
of work, in that accurate models in wireless network simulation bolster the
credibility of simulation-based research. We have adopted the philosophy that
a model should only be as complex as is necessary to adequately represent a
system. In particular, it should not lead to false conclusions.
2.1.2 Improving the Accuracy of Simulation
A major cause for the lack of trust in simulation-based research is the
use of inaccurate and overly simplified models, especially at the physical layer.
There has been a significant effort in recent years to improve the fidelity of
wireless network simulators. These efforts broadly fall into two categories:
approaches using (i) more accurate models or (ii) emulation. Simply put, our
options are to build a better model or avoid using a model.
2.1.2.1 Replacing Models with Reality
Emulation is a technique for replacing one or many parts of a simulator
with components from a real system, or vice versa. Many of the approaches for
improving the accuracy of simulations can be broadly classified as emulation.
For example, Liu et al. used emulation to replace the network or routing
layer used in their MANET simulations with real implementations from an
operational network testbed [26]. Using the same codebase, this approach
directly executed the ad hoc routing protocols from the testbed in the network
simulator GloMoSim. The authors also utilized traces from the testbed to drive
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wireless reception models in their simulations. They used this framework to
compare the direct-execution simulation against the real-world measurements
taken from the network testbed.
In our direct-execution approach presented in this dissertation, we also
use emulation to replace a single part of the simulator. Specifically, we replace
the physical layer modeled by the simulator WiNS with a real implementation
from the operational testbed Hydra. We use our framework to compare model-
based simulations against the direct-execution of the Hydra physical layer.
Judd and Steenkiste used emulation in a different way in studying the
behavior of an 802.11 system [2, 9]. In their approach, the authors connected
multiple laptops with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) radio interfaces over
an emulated wireless channel. The channel emulator, which simulates propa-
gation in a real wireless environment, is implemented using high-performance
digital signal processors (DSPs) and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
The goals of their effort were to develop a better understanding of the link-
level behavior of the system and collect measurements that could be used to
improve the accuracy of network simulators [9].
Recently, researchers have attempted to improve accuracy in network
simulators using hybrid-simulation. This technique jointly utilizes packet-level
models in a simulator with detailed waveform-level implementations of the
physical layer and wireless channel. Yeung, Takai, and Bagrodia integrated an
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) physical layer, built using
MATLAB and Simulink, into the QualNet simulator [27]. Farooq and Turletti
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implemented a WiMAX module, built in C++, for ns-3 [28]. Mittag et al.
integrated an IEEE 802.11a physical layer into ns-3 [29]. All of these efforts
avoid the inaccuracies of packet-level PHY reception models, which greatly
improves the fidelity of network simulation. Our direct-execution approach
also uses hybrid-simulation, however, unlike these efforts our physical layer
implementation is taken from an operational network testbed.
This improved accuracy, however, comes at the cost of significantly
greater computing requirements. Mittag et al. showed that using a detailed
waveform-level PHY implementation could increase simulation runtimes by a
factor of 104 or more over just a single point-to-point link [29]. The problem
is exacerbated in network scenarios where complexity can grow quadratically
with the number of nodes in the network. Similar complexity concerns are
shared by all the hybrid-simulation efforts mentioned in this section.
Mittag et al. suggested various approaches to mitigate this increased
overhead, including the use of precomputed lookup tables, optimized math
libraries, or general purpose graphics processing units (GPUs). Yeung, Takai,
and Bagrodia proposed a different approach to reduce computational costs.
They presented a caching strategy that stored previous packets processed by
their waveform-level PHY to avoid duplicate processing of similar channel
conditions. They showed this caching approach maintained accuracy while
reducing runtime costs. While these optimizations alleviate some of the over-
heads for hybrid-simulation, computationally speaking, this approach is still
vastly more expensive than using packet-level models of the PHY.
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2.1.2.2 Building Better Models with Measurement
Emulation-based approaches can improve the fidelity of the results used
in studying wireless networks. This, however, does not preclude the need for
efficient and accurate packet-level models. For example, the significant runtime
costs of hybrid-simulation or the use of specialized hardware in some emulation
approaches motivates the need for high-fidelity packet-level models.
The most popular approach to improving the accuracy of physical layer
models in simulation involves replacing or tuning models with measurements
from a real network testbed. In this way, physical and MAC layer models can
be fit to performance measurements taken from a real system. An example
of this approach is the work of Lenders and Martonosi [30]. The authors
deployed a testbed of laptops equipped with COTS network cards to measure
the packet-delivery performance in a variety of indoor and outdoor scenarios.
Using these measurements, the authors developed more realistic MAC and
physical layer reception models.
As with similar measurement-based approaches, this method suffers
from the specificity of the approach. That is, experimental measurements are
strongly correlated to the specific wireless environment and network scenario in
which they were taken. Thus, while measurent-based models have an implicit
guarantee of accuracy in the environment and scenario for which they were
designed, the may not readily generalize to other wireless environments or
scenarios. This approach also suffers from the fact that reliably generating
specific wireless channels in the real world can be extremely difficult [31].
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In contrast, the emulation-based approach of Judd and Steenkiste is a
reliable way of generating various wireless channels [9]. This approach pro-
vides a means of systematically investigating the link-level behavior of a system
using different rates, operating conditions, and network scenarios. The mea-
surements derived through this technique can also be used to replace or tune
models used in wireless network simulation.
Our direct-execution approach using the Hydra physical layer is similar
to the efforts of Judd and Steenkiste. In particular, our approach can also help
to improve the accuracy of physical layer models using detailed measurements,
but without the need for the specialized hardware used in wireless channel
emulation. Both of these approaches, however, still rely on the use of realistic
models of the wireless channel.
2.2 Physical Layer Modeling
The physical layer is a particularly challenging aspect of the wireless
system to model. The accuracy of PHY models is critically important as it is
the interface between signals in the wireless environment and the packet-level
world of the network protocol stack. The complexity of the physical layer is a
major cause of the credibility concerns facing network simulations [3, 6, 8].
The role of the physical layer in communication systems is to convert
bits to and from waveforms that are transmitted and received by an RF front
end. Modern physical layers employ a diverse and continually evolving set of
coding, modulation, and signal processing techniques to accomplish this task.
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This dynamic state of the art presents an ongoing challenge to researchers
employing simulation to study wireless networks. It requires model developers
to engage in an iterative process of developing packet-level models for new PHY
algorithms, integrating these with existing models, and model validation.
Physical layer modeling is receiver-centric. That is, the responsiblity of
a PHY reception model is to determine the outcome of detection and decoding
of a transmitted packet at the receiver. Wireless standards for physical layer
protocols provide detailed definitions for operation of the transmitter. Thus,
we can simply think of the operation of the transmit portion of the PHY
model as selecting a set of operating parameters (e.g., modulation/coding
scheme, transmit power, packet length). In contrast, the receive portion of
the PHY model is responsible for modeling the complex relationship between
these parameters, the wireless channel, and the outcome of decoding. As such,
throughout the remainder of this dissertation when discussing the PHY model,
we will be primarily concerned with the functions of the receiver.
Despite the continually evolving state of physical layer technologies,
the operation of physical layers can be abstracted into three main functions:
(i) frame detection, (ii) packet decoding, and (iii) interference management.
Accurately modeling these functions is essential in developing high-fidelity
PHY models for network simulations. In this section, we discuss conventional
approaches to physical layer modeling currently used in network simulators
and why developing models for modern physical layers is challenging.
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2.2.1 Conventional Approaches
Physical layer models differ in how they model wireless reception and
interference. The wireless reception component of a PHY model determines
how to convert wireless channels or link quality metrics into packet detection
and decoding decisions. The interference component of a model determines
how multiple concurrent transmissions interact at a receiver.
2.2.1.1 Packet Detection and Decoding
Early physical layer models used in many popular network simulators
employed basic threshold policies for modeling detection and decoding. For
example, in ns-2 (2.1b8) an incoming frame was detected by a receiver if its
received power (computed as a function of transmit power and pathloss due
to wireless propagation) exceeded a predefined carrier sense threshold [24, 32].
Similarly, the frame was successfully decoded if the received power exceeded
a predefined reception threshold. These threshold values were based on the
operation of the Lucent WaveLAN DSSS radio, an IEEE 802.11b interface [11].
Similar threshold-policies based on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were
implemented in GloMoSim (2.03) and in ns-2 (2.31) [3, 24]. While this metric
is more indicative of the actual quality of a wireless link than received power,
these policies still suffered from the same shortcomings. Newport et al. showed
that such threshold-policies are a poor representation of reality [4]. One of the
main reasons threshold-policies are flawed is that they fail to consider the
stochastic nature of noise in the detection and decoding processes.
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As a result, most network simulators today use stochastic models for
packet decoding, including QualNet, OPNET, and ns-3. These models map
link quality metrics (typically SNR) to bit-error rate (BER), which is then used
to determine the probability of successfully decoding an incoming frame. While
the mapping between SNR and BER is commonly derived from analysis of the
underlying PHY using an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, it
might also be obtained empirically [9, 33]. WiNS also uses a stochastic model
for packet decoding. In particular, it uses the same decoding model currently
employed in state-of-the-art network simulators, including ns-3 [34].
Although the decoding models for physical layers have progressed from
simple threshold models to more realistic stochastic models, detection models
used in simulators remain largely unchanged. That is, most simulators still
utilize a basic threshold policy based on received power or SNR to determine
if a packet is detected, including ns-2, OPNET, QualNet, and ns-3 [3, 24, 34].
In contrast, WiNS uses a stochastic model for frame detection that is based
on measurements of the Hydra phsyical layer.
2.2.1.2 Interference
The primary task of an interference model in a network simulator is to
determine how the concurrent arrival of multiple packets affects the outcome
of PHY decoding at the receiver. Among popular network simulators, there
are three main approaches to this problem, namely: (i) strongest interferer,
(ii) cumulative interference, and (iii) piecewise interference.
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Figure 2.1: Packet Collisions Causing Interference.
To frame our discussion, we consider the collision scenario depicted
in Figure 2.1. A receiver is attempting to decode a frame (Packet A). Two
interfering frames arrive at the receiver during this time. These represent the
two main cases of interferers, namely packets arriving before the start of the
frame (Packet B) or after (Packet C). Without loss of generality, we assume
that Packet A is successfully detected at the receiver. The duration of Packet A
can be subdivided into three segments: (s1) where only Packet B interferes
with Packet A, (s2) where both Packets B & C are interferers, and (s3) where
only Packet C is interfering with Packet A.
In the first interference modeling strategy, the strongest interferer over
the duration of the received frame is assumed to dominate. As depicted in
Fig. 2.2, the interference power (PI) is determined by the received power of
Packet B (PS). This approach has been used in many simulators, most notably
ns-2 (2.31) [24, 35]. In ns-2, if the interference power PS exceeds a predefined
threshold, then decoding of Packet A would fail.
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Figure 2.2: Interference Power Under Strongest Interferer Model.
Figure 2.3: Interference Power Under Cumulative Interfererence Model.
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The cumulative interference strategy also computes a single value for
the interference power level over the duration of a packet. In this approach,
however, interference power is computed by summing the received power from
all interferering transmissions. As shown in Figure 2.3, PC , the cumulative
interference power, is greater than PS, the power of the strongest interferer.
This strategy has been used in various simulators, including GloMoSim (2.02),
QualNet (3.9.5), and OPNET [3, 35]. For example, in QualNet the cumulated
interference power is treated as additional noise at the receiver. The resulting
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) is then used to determine BER
and stochastically model the outcome of packet decoding.
The previous two strategies implicitly assume that the specific timing
between the interferer(s) and the received frame is immaterial, and that this
interference impacts all of the packet uniformly. The piecewise interference
strategy breaks these assumptions. As depicted in Fig. 2.4, the duration of the
received frame is subdivided into multiple segments, each containing a unique
subset of interfering transmissions. From this, we can determine interference
power and SINR in each segment of the packet. SINR can then be used to
determine the probability of successfully decoding that segment of the frame.
Packet decoding succeeds if all segments are successfully decoded.
This piecewise strategy is currently utilized by some advanced network
simulators, including ns-3 and GloMoSim (2.03) [24, 34]. WiNS also employs
this piecewise approach for modeling interference in its physical layer model.
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Figure 2.4: Interference Power Under Piecewise Interfererence Model.
2.2.2 Challenges in Modeling Physical Layers
There has been extensive research through analysis and empirical study
to characterize the performance of the physical layer [36]. In particular, a
significant body of work on rate adaptation has produced many models for
predicting the performance of the physical layer operating under various con-
ditions [37]. Developing accurate packet-level models for modern physical lay-
ers that use complex coding techniques and operate over frequency selective
channels1 continues to be challenging [38, 39]. Here, we elaborate on these
difficulties and discuss additional concerns faced in network simulation.
2.2.2.1 A Glut of Parameters
Ideally, a physical layer model should be able to predict the behavior of
all the various signal processing and digital communications algorithms applied
1In wireless systems that employ wide bandwidths, the frequency response of the channel
may not be flat or constant over the spectrum of the transmitted signal [36].
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to a packet in a real system. To understand the difficulty in this task, consider
the PHY model as a black box in the protocol stack of our simulator.
The inputs to this black box include packet parameters, settings at the
transmitter, the specific realization of the wireless channel, impairments at the
receiver, and corresponding information for any concurrent transmissions. The
outputs of the black box would be stochastic metrics such as the probability
of successfully detecting and decoding the packet. The role of a physical layer
model is to determine a mapping between the space of inputs and the space
of outputs for this black box.
Most simulators use PHY models based on analytical results, which
must often make simplifying assumptions about the space of inputs. Many
of these assumptions often do not hold true in real systems. For example,
many analytical results used by network simulators assume narrowband or
frequency-flat wireless channels, which is often not true, especially in most
modern wireless systems using wide bandwidths.
Models based on analysis depend on the accuracy of their underly-
ing assumptions and approximations. For modern physical layers that use
convolutional coding over frequency selective wireless channels, there are no
closed-form solutions for predicting performance, and one-dimensional metrics
have been shown to be poor at predicting performance [38–40]. This means
that a model for a modern PHY may require more complex multi-dimensional
metrics. For example, instead of just considering average SNR, a model might
consider the range of SNR values in a frequency selective channel.
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In order to avoid potential inaccuracies of models based on analysis
using simplifying assumptions, many model developers have utilized empirical
models derived from measurements [9, 30]. As we have discussed, the space
of possible impairments and wireless channel realizations in a real system can
be quite large. This means that exploring the “black-box” mapping for a
physical layer model may require extensive measurements. This problems is
exacerbated by the presence of other real-world impairments such as carrier
frequency offset (CFO), IQ imbalance, quantization noise, or interference.
2.2.2.2 Complexity Concerns
While the accuracy of a physical layer model is important, it may not
be the only issue considered in the model building process. In fact, model
developers and users may have other competing concerns when evaluating the
suitability of a model. For example, as Hamida, Chelius, and Gorce discuss,
there is a tradeoff between the accuracy of radio reception models and the
computational cost in wireless network simulations [24].
The main determinant of computational complexity in wireless network
simulations is how they address the question of who communicates with whom.
In a simulation of N nodes, a transmission may be propagated to all or a subset
of the nodes in the network. If propagated to all the nodes in the network, the
computational complexity of the simulation will be quadratic in the number
of nodes in the network O(N2), assuming the number of transmitters grows
linearly with the size of the network O(N). Transmissions to distant nodes,
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however, may have little or no effect at their receiver. Thus, it may be possible
to limit the propagation of a transmission to a subset of nearby nodes and
reduce the complexity of the simulation, making it linear O(N).
A transmission can impact the PHY of a receiver if it can be detected
and/or decoded, or if it interferes with the detection/decoding of another
transmission. In this way, the physical layer model actually determines the
computational complexity of a wireless network simulation. Hamida, Chelius,
and Gorce investigated the impact of limiting interference in simulations of an
ad hoc network [24]. While their work showed that limiting the propagation of
transmissions impacts the performance of routing protocols, it did not address
the validity of this complexity-reducing simplification.
2.3 Physical Layer Model Validation
The use of inaccurate physical layer models is a major cause for the
skepticism surrounding wireless network simulation, and developing accurate
models for modern physical layers continues to be challenging. As such, we
must once more ask the question: can we trust that results derived through
simulation accurately reflect reality? Model validation is the means by which
we can answer this question and reconcile the difficulties in developing accurate
PHY models with the need for establishing trust in simulations. This is an
essential, but often overlooked, part of the model building process [41, 42].
In this section, we discuss the different perspectives used in validating
physical layer models and provide an overview of the different approaches used
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in this model validation task. The purpose of this background information is
to establish the context of our work in this dissertation. In particular, this
discussion helps to motivate our model validation approach, which uses direct-
execution of the Hydra physical layer.
2.3.1 Different Perspectives in Validation
The goal of model validation is to establish that a model is a sufficiently
accurate representation of a real system for its intended application [41]. In
the context of PHY models, model validation should establish that a given
model is a sufficiently accurate representation of a specific physical layer from
a real system for a particular domain of wireless applications or scenarios. We
adopt the philosophy that a valid model is one that does not lead model users,
namely engineers and scientists using simulation, to false conclusions.
There are a variety of different perspectives that might be used when
evaluating the validity of a PHY model. In particular, the perspective used
in validation depends on the protocol layer at which a model user’s concerns
lie. The diversity in the concerns of model users is reflected in the diversity of
metrics used to measure performance at different protocol layers in a wireless
system. For example, in evaluating the accuracy of a PHY model from the
perspective of the physical layer, we might measure packet-error or bit-error
rates. When evaluating the suitability of a PHY model for simulations of an
ad hoc routing protocol, however, we would be interested in different metrics
such as packet-delivery ratio (PDR), hopcount, or latency.
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If a model is not accurate from the perspective of the physical layer,
then we might conclude that it will not be valid in simulations with other
protocol layers. Because of the interactions between the PHY, variations in
the wireless channel, and the semantics and policies of different protocols,
a PHY model that might be considered inaccurate at the link level may still
produce accurate results at the MAC or network layer. In this way, the validity
of a model may depend on the perspective and application of the model user.
Newport et al. demonstrated this counterintuitive characteristic of
physical layer models [4]. After showing that a particular PHY model was
inaccurate with respect to PER performance at the link level, they showed
that simulations using the model were still a good predictor of the network
layer (PDR) performance of an ad hoc routing protocol. Halkes, Langendoen,
Bredel, and Bergner have also shown similar examples of such behavior [43, 44].
Therefore, in this dissertation, we demonstrate the use of direct-execution in
validating a PHY model from the perspectives of multiple protocol layers.
2.3.2 Validation Approaches
There are a variety of approaches that have been used to validate PHY
models. The perspectives used in such efforts vary with the concerns of those
validating a model. These model validation approaches compare model-based
simulations against real systems operating over either real or emulated wireless
channels. Here, we provide an overview of these approaches and discuss a
related topic, namely comparison studies between different PHY models.
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2.3.2.1 Using Real Wireless Channels
The first validation approach we consider compares the performance
of a simulated network against that of a network testbed operating over real
wireless channels. Colesanti, Crociani, and Vitaletti measured the performance
of a wireless sensor network (WSN) deployment and compared this against
OMNet++ simulations [18]. The authors performed experiments to measure
the application layer performance of a flooding protocol using different traffic
scenarios and topologies. Their work showed that a more sophisticated wireless
reception model was needed to improve the reliability of OMNet++.
Similar work by Bredel and Bergner presented a measurement study to
compare the performance of an IEEE 802.11g wireless LAN against OMNet++
simulations [44]. The authors used an experimental setup consisting of an
access point with four contending wireless stations. They compared the real
and simulated sytems using measurements of MAC level fairness metrics. This
work showed that in the WLAN scenario OMNet++ produced accurate results
most of the time, but in some rare cases resulted in inaccurate fairness metrics.
Other examples of this approach using different simulators and models
exist in the literature (e.g.,[43, 45]). The main drawback of using measurements
over real wireless channels for validation is the specificity of this approach. The
performance of a wireless system is closely correlated to the specific wireless
environment and radio hardware in the real system. As a result, validation
using this approach can be difficult to generalize to other wireless scenarios
that a PHY model might be used to simulate.
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2.3.2.2 Using Emulated Wireless Channels
The other class of approaches used for validating PHY models compares
the performance of a simulated network against that of a testbed operating
over emulated wireless channels. Ivanov, Herms, and Lukas compared the per-
formance of an ad hoc routing protocol on a network deployed in a simulated,
emulated, and real network testbed [46]. The authors utilized realistic video
traffic comprised of an MPEG4 data stream and presented the divergence in
latency measurements between the systems.
Baldo et al. utilized a wireless testbed with COTS wireless devices
connected over an emulated channel to validate simulation in ns-3 [47]. The
authors compared the performance of VoIP traffic over the the real testbed and
simulated system using a variety of MAC and application metrics, including
retransmission count, failure probability, and VoIP throughput.
Most similar to our approach is the recent work of Mittag et al. [29].
The authors compared the physical layer performance of the packet-level PHY
model in ns-3, hybrid-simulation of a detailed waveform-level physical layer
integrated into the simulator, and a real testbed utilizing the CMU Wireless
Emulator [48]. They showed that while hybrid-simulation of their detailed
physical layer was an improvement over the packet-level model of ns-3, it still
deviated from the real wireless system.
Validation approaches using emulated wireless channels can engage in
a systematic investigation of different wireless channels and network scenarios.
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In these efforts, researchers trade the realism of actual wireless channels for
the control and reliability of an emulator. By using realistic wireless channel
models, validation using emulation can provide a broad understanding of the
accuracy of a model under a variety of operating conditions. Our approach
using direct-execution of the Hydra PHY is also an emulation-based approach.
Emulation results still suffer from the specificity problem identified with
validation using real wireless channels. That is, measurements for a specific
emulated channel do not readily generalize to other scenarios. Emulation,
however, allows us to generate wireless scenarios in a controlled and repeatable
way. Therefore, it can be used to study the broad range of wireless conditions
where a PHY model might be used, avoiding the need for generalization.
2.3.2.3 Comparison Studies
A separate class of results are sometimes misconstrued as validation,
but are actually comparison studies of PHY models. These approaches have
been used to compare various PHY models against each other or analytical
results [3, 21, 24]. Some studies compare the performance of simulations and
models across different simulators, attempting to draw conclusions about the
validity of certain simulators [22, 23].
While these comparison studies provide useful insights into the impact
of different models on network simulations, they do not address whether or
not a model is an accurate representation of reality. These approaches should




Our work in this dissertation is motivated by the need for improved
fidelity and trust in wireless network simulations. In addressing this issue, we
will employ direct-execution of the physical layer, that is, replacing the PHY
model of a network simulator with an implementation from a real system. We
use this direct-execution approach to develop a better understanding of the
accuracy of a physical layer model and its impact on network simulations.
Throughout the dissertation, in refering to direct-execution validation,
we mean applying direct-execution of a physical layer in validating the PHY
model of a network simulator. The first goal of this chapter is to describe
our methodology in detail. Specifically, we discuss operational aspects of our
direct-execution approach. We also describe features of the Hydra physical
layer that make our approach amenable to implementation in WiNS.
Our second goal is to outline the application of our direct-execution
approach in this dissertation. Specifically, we discuss how this approach is
used to validate the physical layer model in WiNS. In our dissertation, we
use the flexibility of direct-execution to broadly characterize the physical layer
using a variety of wireless channels and scenarios.
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The final goal of this chapter is to place our direct-execution approach
in the context of other validation approaches and efforts to improve the fidelity
of network simulations. In particular, we compare and contrast our approach
with these efforts to further motivate the use of direct-execution in validating
physical layer models.
3.1 A Description of Our Methodology
Hybrid-simulation, as we discussed in Section 2.1.2, jointly utilizes
waveform-level simulation of the physical layer and wireless channel with
packet-level simulation of the protocol layers above the PHY. The main idea
in this technique is that replacing this single part of the network protocol
stack can greatly increase the accuracy of simulations. Our direct-execution
approach is a specific kind of hybrid-simulation.
The key distinction between our approach and other hybrid-simulation
efforts is that direct-execution utilizes the digital baseband physical layer from
an operational SDR testbed. In particular, we integrated the physical layer from
the Hydra testbed into our network simulator WiNS. This implementation
uses the same codebase to directly execute the physical layer of the testbed
in wireless network simulations. The physical layer from the Hydra testbed is
built using C++, making integration into the Python-based implementation
of WiNS relatively straightforward. This is detailed in Section 5.2.3.
As with other hybrid-simulation and emulation-based approaches, the
accuracy of direct-execution relies on the use of realistic models of the wire-
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less channel. To this end, the waveform-level channel in WiNS implements
the realistic baseband channel models used by the IEEE 802.11n Task Group
(TGn) [49]. These channel models are based on extensive measurements for
a variety of indoor wireless scenarios and have been used to benchmark the
performance of real IEEE 802.11n physical layers.
The seamless integration of the Hydra physical layer into WiNS is the
foundation for the direct-execution validation of our PHY model. It allows us
to address the question: how does our model differ from a real physical layer?
Direct-execution provides a fair side-by-side comparison of a wireless network
simulation with and without the PHY model. That is, we simulate the exact
same wireless applications, protocols, and channels over the packet-level PHY
model and the waveform-level PHY implementation from a real system.
3.2 Outline of Our Approach
Our goals in this dissertation are twofold. First, we seek to demonstrate
that direct-execution is an effective means of validating a physical layer model
in terms of its impact on network simulations. Secondly, we use this approach
to develop a better understanding of the fidelity of an existing model and
gain insight into the behavior of a real physical layer under different operating
conditions. In particular, we use this approach to evaluate the accuracy of
the physical layer model in WiNS – a model also used in other state-of-the-art
network simulators, namely ns-3.
The first step in our direct-execution validation of the PHY model in
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WiNS involves a link-level characterization of the model. We perform a side-
by-side comparison between the model and hybrid-simulations of the Hydra
physical layer over a point-to-point link. This evaluates the accuracy of the
detection and decoding components of the PHY model under different protocol
parameters, wireless channels, and radio impairments.
Next, we examine the behavior of the physical layer in the presence of
interference. We design experiments to investigate physical layer performance
using simulations of various interference scenarios. In this part of our direct-
execution validation, we develop “error-maps” to visualize the accuracy of the
PHY model under these interference conditions. Specifically, these error-maps
indicate when the packet decoding behavior of the model and Hydra differ for
a variety of collision scenarios. As we will show, these error-maps can guide
researchers in evaluating the suitability of a PHY model as they consider the
interference conditions in their own network simulations.
The first half of the validation study uses direct-execution to evaluate
the accuracy of the PHY model in WiNS from the perspective of the physical
layer. In the second half of our validation study, we utilize direct-execution
to evaluate the accuracy of the model from the perspective of other protocol
layers. We show how direct-execution validation can address the question:
does the accuracy of the PHY model impact my network simulations?
We begin this part of the validation by considering a rate-adaptive
MAC protocol, namely the Receiver-Based Auto Rate (RBAR) protocol. Rate-
adaptive protocols such as RBAR are an interesting class of protocols because
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they involve explicit cross-layer interactions between the MAC and physical
layers. We use direct-execution validation to evaluate the suitability of our
PHY model for simulations of RBAR in different wireless channel conditions.
Specifically, we perform a side-by-side comparison of the MAC layer perfor-
mance of RBAR operating over the model against RBAR operating over the
Hydra physical layer. We show that direct-execution allows us to identify the
operating regimes in which the PHY model is suitable and provides insight
into the design of RBAR in different wireless channels. We also show how
the design and policies of this rate-adaptive MAC protocol can impact the
effective accuracy of the PHY model.
In the final part of our validation study, we migrate farther up the
protocol stack. We use direct-execution validation to consider the accuracy of
the PHY model in an ad hoc network using Dynamic Source Routing (DSR).
MANETs are an important class of networks for researchers, and simulation
continues to be an indispensable tool for studying routing protocols in such
networks. The on-demand routing protocol DSR is interesting because of the
cross-layer interactions between the semantics of the protocol, the physical
layer, and the wireless channel. We demonstrate the utility of direct-execution
validation by evaluating the accuracy of our PHY model for simulations of DSR
using different protocol configurations and impairments.
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3.3 Relation to Other Approaches
As discussed in Chapter 2, there are a variety of approaches that may
be employed in order to study wireless networks with high fidelity. Here, we
discuss the relative strengths and weakness of these approaches with respect
to direct-execution. We do so to place our approach in the context of other
efforts to study wireless networks with improved fidelity.
Experimenting with network testbeds and prototypes provides a way of
generating implicitly credible results. The credibility of our direct-execution
approach is derived from the use of a real physical layer implementation from
a network testbed. Moreover, direct-execution depends on the availability of
real-world testbeds. Direct-execution jointly leverages the inherent credibility
of testbeds with the scalability and repeatability of simulation. In this way, our
approach is complementary to experimentation on testbeds and prototypes.
Emulation, as employed by Judd and Steenkiste [2, 9], is also a means
of reliably generating repeatable experimental results, while maintaing the
inherent credibility associated with prototypes and testbeds. In many ways
our direct-execution approach is similar to the emulation efforts of Judd and
Steenkiste. Both of these approaches provide a reliable way of generating
accurate and repeatable experimental results. Both utilize the physical layer
implementation of a real system. Both rely on the use of realistic wireless
channel models in order to generate results that are representative of operation
in a real-world environment.
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Direct-execution, in contrast to the DSP-and-FPGA-based approach of
Judd and Steenkiste, does not require specialized hardware. Direct-execution
has the added advantage that it allows us to separate the performance of the
physical layer from impairments in radio hardware. This modularity allows us
to separate the validation of physical layer models from the validation of other
models, namely those used for radio impairments and wireless propagation.
These advantages come at the cost of a computational disadvantage. We trade
the high performance of DSP-and-FPGA-based emulation for the flexibility,
modularity, and accessibility of our approach.
Recent hybrid-simulation efforts, such as the work of Mittag et al., are
most similar to our direct-execution approach [29]. Both of these approaches
use detailed waveform-level implementations of the physical layer to improve
the accuracy of network simulations. Direct-execution, however, distinguishes
itself from hybrid-simulation efforts in that our approach uses the physical
layer from an operational SDR testbed. As the physical layers of other hybrid-
simulation approaches do not come from a real system, we believe they cannot
readily assert claims that their results accurately reflect reality.
Many researchers use network simulation to study wireless networks,
often without considering the validity of the physical layer models in their
simulators. Validating such a model requires evaluating the accuracy of the
model in terms of its impact on the specific wireless network scenario in which
it is being used. Without such validation, we cannot establish that simulation
results are necessarily trustworthy.
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Direct-execution is an effective means of evaluating the accuracy of a
physical layer model in terms of its impact on network simulations. Moreover,
it is a complementary tool that can be used to improve the fidelity of network




Starting in 2006, we began to consider how to study wireless networks
with high fidelity. Being dissatisfied with the state of simulation because of
the credibility concerns surrounding this approach, we instead chose to use
experimentation with testbeds to study wireless networking. We developed
a SDR prototyping platform and testbed named Hydra. Our experiences in
developing and experimenting with Hydra played a key role in inspiring the
work in this dissertation. Moreover, the Hydra physical layer is the vehicle we
use to demonstrate our thesis. So, in this chapter we provide an overview of
the testbed and a detailed description of its physical layer implementation.
The goal of our dissertation is to demonstrate that direct-execution
is an effective means of validating a physical layer model and developing a
better understanding of the fidelity of wireless network simulations. We do
this by using direct-execution of the Hydra physical layer to validate the PHY
model implemented in our network simulator WiNS. Details of this model and
integration of the Hydra physical layer in WiNS are presented in Chapter 5.
Here, we begin by providing an overview of Hydra. The first objective
of this chapter is to establish that Hydra is an operational testbed that has
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been used in many practical real-world scenarios. We do so by discussing
the prototyping and experimental efforts carried out on the testbed. This is
important as our direct-execution approach gains its credibility by using the
physical layer implementation from an operational testbed.
The other objective of this chapter is to provide a detailed description
for the operation of the transmitter and receiver in the Hydra physical layer.
Hydra features an advanced PHY design that implements the multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) OFDM physical layer defined by the IEEE 802.11n
standard [50]. The modulation and convolutional coding techniques used by
this physical layer are also utilized in other OFDM-based standards, including
WiMAX, 3GPP LTE, and IEEE 802.11 a/g [50–52].
4.1 A MIMO OFDM Testbed
Hydra is a unique SDR testbed, designed as a flexible platform for
rapidly prototyping novel cross-layer wireless protocols [7]. Experimenting
and prototyping on Hydra allowed us to study cross-layer issues with high
fidelity and provided us with useful insight into the performance of wireless
systems. Issues with scalability and repeatability in this approach, however,
still motivated the need for high-fidelity wireless network simulation. In this
way, Hydra seeded our motivation for the work in this dissertation.
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of a Hydra Node.
4.1.1 Overview
As depicted in Figure 4.1, a Hydra node consists of a multi-antenna
RF front end and a laptop (the host machine) running a Linux OS. The entire
protocol stack, from physical to network layer, is implemented in software
running on the host machine [53]. The network layer interfaces to the Linux
TCP/IP stack using a tunneling interface. This allows us to use user-level
applications to study the end-to-end performance of a system. The MAC
layer uses carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
as defined by the distributed coordination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 [50].
A custom interface between the MAC and PHY enables flexible cross-layer
communication between these closely coupled layers. Hydra implements a
MIMO OFDM physical layer defined by the IEEE 802.11n standard [50].
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Hydra is built using open-source hardware and a variety of open-source
software tools. The RF front end is implemented using the Universal Software
Radio Peripheral (USRP) from Ettus Research [54]. This frequency agile RF
front end streams complex baseband samples to and from the host machine
to be processed by the Hydra PHY, which is implemented in C++. Hydra
utilizes the open-source signal processing and digital communications library
IT++ in its physical layer implementation [55]. GNU Radio is a SDR toolkit
that provides an interface for controlling parameters in the USRP, including
carrier frequency, bandwidth, and transmit power [56].
4.1.2 Prototyping and Experimentation
The flexibility and configurability of Hydra enabled a broad range of
prototyping and experimental efforts. These efforts demonstrated the utility
of the testbed and verified its operation using practical real-world scenarios.
Hydra has been utilized as a rapid prototyping platform to implement
new cross-layer algorithms. Won Soo Kim implemented a novel approach for
adapting the frame aggregation mechanism from the IEEE 802.11n MAC [57].
Daniels et al. implemented a novel link adaptation algorithm using machine
learning to adapt the transmission rate of a MIMO OFDM system [58].
In addition to these rapid prototyping efforts, Hydra has also been
used to study various issues through experimentation. Kim et al. studied
the performance of two rate adaptation algorithms (the Receiver-Based Auto
Rate protocol and Auto Rate Fallback) over real and emulated channels [59].
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Daniels et al. investigated the accuracy of theoretical predictions about the
impact of feedback delay on beamforming in MIMO systems [60]. Both of
these experiments showed the utility and flexibility of Hydra in investigating
cross-layer issues involving closely coupled MAC and PHY interactions.
4.1.3 My Contributions
The Hydra project was a collaborative effort. As a major contributor
to the project, I was involved in many parts of the design and implementation
of the testbed. In working with Hydra, I played several roles including system
architect, GUI developer, protocol designer, and physical layer engineer. My
experiences developing, prototyping, and experimenting with Hydra provided
useful insights into the design, operation, and cross-layer issues of wireless
systems. This experience with Hydra also motivated the development of WiNS.
In my role as system architect, I developed a flexible MAC/PHY inter-
face loosely based on the Physical Layer Management Entity (PLME) of the
IEEE 802.11a standard [50]. This provided a mechanism for tightly coupled
cross-layer interactions between the MAC and PHY. In order to use Hydra in
studying MIMO systems, I integrated an 802.11n physical layer (developed by
Robert Daniels) into the system and created an interface for it to operate with
GNU Radio and the USRP front end. I also incorporated a rate adapation
algorithm that used machine learning (also developed by Robert Daniels) into
the testbed [58]. This integration-experience provided skills that were necessary
to integrate the Hydra physical layer into WiNS.
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In addition to these efforts, I also designed and implemented various
protocols and algorithms in Hydra. This includes a real-time frame detec-
tion algorithm using the MIMO capability of the system and a Python-based
CSMA/CA MAC to support rate adaptation and beamforming in Hydra.
Some of my other contributions to the project also included the development
of a GUI for controlling and monitoring PHY operation and a software-based
wireless channel emulator primarily used for testing and verification.
I was also a major contributor in beamforming experiments conducted
with my collaborator Robert Daniels [60]. In these experiments, we studied
the impact of feedback delay on the throughput of a beamforming system.
My contributions to this effort included developing a framework for low-delay
feedback and creating interesting wireless channels in our experiments. In
addition, I collected and analyzed data for measuring statics of the channel
and throughput of the beamforming system. In using Hydra to conduct these
beamforming experiments, we experienced the onerous nature of creating spe-
cific wireless channels in the real world, as well as the difficulty of reliably
performing repeatable experiments.
In its original conception, Hydra was implemented using expensive
high-performance signal processing hardware from National Instruments. In
order to increase the number of nodes we could support in the testbed, I was
tasked with evaluating the suitability of the lower cost USRP platform. As a
result, I also led the migration effort to the current phase of the project using
the USRP and GNU Radio.
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4.2 IEEE 802.11n Physical Layer of Hydra
In this dissertation, we demonstrate that direct-execution of the Hydra
physical layer is an effective means of validating the PHY model in the network
simulator WiNS. Details of this model and integration of the Hydra PHY in
WiNS are presented in Chapter 5. Here, we provide a detailed description
of the IEEE 802.11n physical layer implemented in Hydra. In particular, we
enumerate the algorithms and design decisions made in this implementation.
While the scope of our study is limited to a subset of the operating
modes of IEEE 802.11n, the standard offers many options for advanced PHY
techniques, such as low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, space-time codes,
transmit beamforming, and spatial multiplexing. The normal operation of the
IEEE 802.11n physical layer implemented in Hydra uses OFDM for multi-
carrier modulation, quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) for converting
bits to symbols, and rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes
to enable forward error correction.
Figure 4.2: Frame Format for Greenfield (HT) Mode of IEEE 802.11n.
† Shaded portions represent features utilized when operating with multiple spatial-streams.
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4.2.1 Frame Format
The frame format for the physical layer in Hydra follows from the
Greenfield (or high-throughput) mode of IEEE 802.11n [50]. As shown in
Figure 4.2, a frame consists of three parts: preamble, header, and payload.
The preamble is composed of short and long training fields (STF and LTF)
used for synchronization, channel estimation, and frequency offset estimation.
Header information, such as packet length and modulation/coding scheme,
is encoded in the SIGNAL field using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and
rate 1/2 convolutional coding. Extension training fields (ETF) are sent during
MIMO operation to estimate channels between additional antenna pairs. The
remainder of the frame consists of the encoded payload from the MAC layer.
4.2.2 Transmitter Operation
The physical layer model in WiNS is intended for use in simulations
of single-antenna systems. Therefore, our study is limited to a subset of the
operating modes offered by the Hydra physical layer. In particular, Table 4.1
summarizes the modulation/coding scheme (MCS) parameters for the single
spatial-stream modes of IEEE 802.11n that we consider. Other operating
modes using spatial multiplexing, space-time coding, and beamforming are
also implemented in the Hydra physical layer.
Figure 4.3 depicts the typical flow of data through the transmitter.
Spatial parsing and mapping are only used when the transmitter is operating
in a MIMO mode, such as spatial multiplexing or beamforming.
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Table 4.1: MCS Parameters for Single-Stream Modes of IEEE 802.11n.
MCS Modulation M Code Rate Data Rate
0 BPSK 2 1/2 6.5 Mbps
1 QPSK 4 1/2 13.0 Mbps
2 QPSK 4 3/4 19.5 Mbps
3 16-QAM 16 1/2 26.0 Mbps
4 16-QAM 16 3/4 39.0 Mbps
5 64-QAM 64 2/3 52.0 Mbps
6 64-QAM 64 3/4 58.5 Mbps
7 64-QAM 64 5/6 65.0 Mbps
Figure 4.3: Block Diagram of IEEE 802.11n Transmitter.
† Shaded portions represent features utilized when operating with multiple spatial-streams.
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As Fig. 4.3 indicates, the typical flow of data through the transmitter
begins at the scrambler. After scrambling the bits to randomize the input
stream, the transmitter encodes the data stream with a forward error-control
(FEC) code. This is implemented using the (133,171) RCPC code [61]. This
code is also used in many other wireless standards, including HiperLAN/2,
IEEE 802.11 a/g, and WiMAX. Block interleaving the encoded bit stream
disperses adjacent errors that may occur during transmission.
After converting the encoded bits to complex baseband symbols using
the appropriate M-QAM constellation, the transmitter modulates the input
using an inverse fast Fourier transfrom (IFFT) and interleaves this with pilot
tones to create OFDM symbols. A guard interval or cyclic prefix (CP) is
appended to each OFDM symbol to increase its robustness to multipath fading.
Finally, the baseband waveform is transmitted by the radio front end, which
filters and modulates the signal to the desired carrier frequency.
4.2.3 Receiver Operation
Figure 4.4 shows a diagram of the receiver in the Hydra PHY. The
diagram shows the receive chain in two parts for presentation purposes only.
The actual operation of the receiver can be considered as a single chain.
After signals have been demodulated and filtered by the radio-frequency
(RF) front end, the physical layer receiver begins processing the baseband
samples to find the start of a frame. While a simple energy detector may be
used to accomplish this task, the structure of the short training field (STF)
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Figure 4.4: Block Diagram of IEEE 802.11n Receiver.
† Shaded portions represent features utilized when operating with multiple spatial-streams.
allows for more intelligent detection methods. The Schmidl and Cox algorithm
(SCA) implemented in Hydra utilizes repetition in the STF for frame detection
and frequency synchronization [62]. This approach has the added benefit of
being robust to carrier frequency offset (CFO) between the transmitter and
receiver, an impairment in virtually all wireless systems.
After the packet has been detected, the remaining receiver processing
consists of four parts: (i) synchronization, (ii) equalization, (iii) demodulation,
and (iv) decoding. Synchronization involves correcting for the estimated CFO
and refining the timing offset estimated during packet detection. Equalization
attempts to undo perturbations caused by the wireless channel. Hydra makes
a least squares estimate (LSE) of the channel response from the long training
field. Then, the receiver uses a zero-forcing (ZF) frequency-domain equalizer
(FEQ) to equalize the signal after applying an FFT to each spatial stream.
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Pilot tones inserted in each OFDM symbol are used to track the phase
of the signal as it can drift over time. Demodulation or demapping the data
symbols from each OFDM subcarrier recovers an estimate of the coded bit
stream. Decoding is used to recover the transmitted data from this estimate
of the coded bit stream. In Hydra, decoding is implemented using a Viterbi
decoder that can be configured for hard or soft decision decoding [36]. Finally,
the descrambler performs the inverse operation of the transmitter to remove




Building and experimenting with Hydra provided firsthand experience
with the difficulties in controlling experiments on real-world testbeds [31, 53].
These challenges and the limited scale of the testbed motivated the need for
including simulation in our “toolbox” for studying wireless networks.
To address this need, we created a new wireless network simulator,
called WiNS, with the goal of accurately modeling the interactions between
the PHY, wireless channel, and other protocol layers. When we originally
conceived of WiNS, the credibility concerns surrounding many popular network
simulators at the time called into question the fidelity of these tools, such
as ns-2 and OPNET. As such, we developed WiNS as a high fidelity tool
for simulation that would complement experimentation on Hydra. A major
contribution of this dissertation is the design and implementation of WiNS [63].
Even after implementing a sophisticated PHY model in the simulator,
however, we were still left asking: can we trust that simulations of this model
will accurately reflect reality? In this way, developing WiNS led us to a central
question of our dissertation. In our dissertation, we address this question by
validating our model using direct-execution of the Hydra physical layer.
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This chapter provides an overview of WiNS and details of the physical
layer and wireless channel models in the simulator. Our main objective is to
describe in detail the operation and components (or submodels) of the physical
layer in WiNS. We also discuss the integration of the Hydra physical layer
into the network simulator, as this is fundamental for the direct-execution
approach in our dissertation. Here, we begin by discussing the design and
implementation of our network simulator WiNS.
5.1 Design and Implementation
WiNS is a discrete-event simulator that utilizes various open-source
software tools in its implementation. In building the simulator, we leveraged
our design effort and experience gained through developing Hydra. In this
section, we further motivate the development of WiNS and discuss our goals
for its design. We also summarize key aspects of the software architecture of
the simulator and the open-source tools used in its implementation. Finally,
we enumerate the protocols and models implemented in WiNS.
5.1.1 Another Network Simulator
In developing WiNS, our aim was to more accurately model aspects of
the wireless system closely related to the physical layer. One might naturally
ask the question: why did we choose to build WiNS instead of improving upon
an existing network simulator? Here, we explain the rationale behind this
decision and discuss our goals for the design of WiNS.
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WiNS was conceived of in early 2008. At that time, credibility concerns
surrounding popular network simulators called into question the fidelity of
these tools, including ns-2, OMNet++, and OPNET. To address this issue, we
sought to leverage our experience designing and implementing an operational
testbed. We would use our experience developing Hydra to create a simulator
that would faithfully model all the components of a real wireless system.
This effort was particularly motivated by the cross-layer issues we had
studied using Hydra. Specifically, in designing WiNS, our goal was to more
accurately model aspects of the system closely related to the physical layer.
This high-fidelity simulator would enhance our study of the cross-layer issues
in wireless networks, as a complement to experimentation with Hydra.
The design principles, interprocess communication, and programming
languages in Hydra specifically influenced our design decisions in building
WiNS. Its modular design, use of Python and C++ languages, and even the
operation of state machines used in its MAC and PHY models, are all evidence
of how WiNS draws on Hydra for many aspects of its design.
In developing WiNS, it became clear that our Hydra-inspired approach
would also allow us to readily integrate the Hydra physical layer into WiNS,
which enables the direct-execution approach in our dissertation. In general,
the architectural compatibility between Hydra and WiNS may also allow for
direct-execution of other protocol layers from Hydra. This would allow us to
study wireless systems through simulation and prototyping by easily migrating
designs between Hydra and WiNS.
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Development of WiNS occurred concurrently with reimplementation of
ns-2, which became ns-3 [15]. Although these efforts occurred independently,
we both drew on the same source material in creating the physical layer models
in our simulators. As a result, for all intents and purposes, the PHY model
in WiNS is the same as the one used by ns-3. Thus, our direct-execution
validation of the PHY model in WiNS also has implications with regard to the
fidelity of ns-3 and other state-of-the-art simulators using similar models.
5.1.2 Software Architecture
WiNS employs many of the same architectural features found in Hydra.
Both utilize the same programming languages (Python and C++); and both
leverage inheritance and object-oriented design to enable extensible protocol
design. Here we summarize open-source tools used by WiNS and overview the
essential components used for building a protocol in the simulator.
5.1.2.1 Open-Source Software Tools
WiNS utilizes several open-source tools in its design, summarized in
Table 5.1. The simulator is built on top of the discrete-event simulation engine
SimPy [64]. Using this Python-based simulation tool, a system is modeled as
a collection of processes executing in parallel. These processes can interact
through events or passive elements (such as shared resources). SimPy utilizes
Python generators to enable the basic functions of a process, including waiting
on events or evolving time in the simulator.
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Table 5.1: Open-Source Software Used in WiNS
Software Package Description
SimPy [64] Discrete-event simulation language built in Python
Scapy [65] Python packet processing library
NetworkX [66] Python graph library
NumPy/SciPy [68, 69] Scientific computing tools for Python
SWIG [67]
Wrapping tool for creating Python
interfaces to C++ objects
IT++ [55]
C++ library for math, digital
communications, and signal processing
WiNS uses the packet processing library Scapy for creating, modifying,
and managing packets [65]. In addition to providing support for building new
protocol packets, this Python-based tool provides a library of packets that are
commonly used in communication networks (e.g., TCP, UDP, IP, and Ether).
The Python package NetworkX is used for creating and manipulating graph
objects [66]. In particular, WiNS uses NetworkX to create the underlying
graph data structures for wireless channels in the simulator.
The majority of WiNS is built in Python, but computationally intensive
parts of the simulator can be implemented in C/C++. This includes modules
used for direct-execution of the physical layer or detailed channel models. The
simulator “wraps” these modules with Python interfaces using SWIG, the
Simplified Wrapping and Interface Generator [67]. The Hydra physical layer
and detailed channel models in WiNS also use IT++, a C++ library for math,
digital communications, and signal processing [55].
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5.1.2.2 Basic Components of a Protocol
All protocols in WiNS can be defined as functional entities using finite
state machines and a few other basic components. Here, we describe these
core architectural components of WiNS. Together, they provide the general
framework for implementing new protocols in the simulator.
Events
Events enable synchronization between processes in the simulator. The SimEvent
class in SimPy allows a Process1 to actively signal other waiting processes.
Finite State Machines
A protocol in WiNS is defined using one or more finite state machines (FSM).
Each FSM in the simulator is driven by a Process. Continuous state machines
can also be implemented in WiNS by augmenting an FSM with continuous-
valued parameters (e.g., state S(t), where t ∈ R). This process-oriented
paradigm allows for a modular design of the simulated system.
Element
This general purpose container class serves as the basis for protocols, nodes,
and other objects in WiNS. Elements can be hierarchically composed to form
complex objects. For example, the Node class is a container for protocols, and
protocols are a container for the processes executing their FSM(s).
1The proper noun “Process” refers to the Process class of objects defined by SimPy.
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Ports
Element objects in WiNS can be connected to one another using Ports. A Port
is primarily a buffer that can be utilized as a stack, heap, or (more commonly)
as a queue. Ports can be seemlessly configured to act as inputs or outputs, each
providing different semantics for sending/receiving packets and other objects.
5.1.3 Protocols and Models
Many of the protocols and models commonly found in most network
simulators have also been implemented in WiNS. Table 5.2 summarizes the
models implemented in the simulator. In addition, the simulator supports
hybrid-simulation of the IEEE 802.11n physical layer from Hydra.
Table 5.2: Protocols and Models Implemented in WiNS
Model Type Model Name
Traffic




Free-Space Path Loss, Log-Normal Shadowing,
TGn Channel Models
Modulation M-QAM (BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, etc.)
Coding (133, 171) RCPC Code, Reed-Solomon
PHY IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11n
MAC ALOHA, CSMA/CA, IEEE 802.11
Network Static Routing, Dynamic Source Routing
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5.2 Physical Layer in WiNS
The PHY model in WiNS is intended to be used in representing the
OFDM physical layer of 802.11-style networks. In particular, we use this
model in simulating the single spatial-stream modes of IEEE 802.11n. These
single-antenna modes of 802.11n are summarized in Table 4.1.
In this section, we discuss the operation of the receiver in our PHY
model and describe details of its components (or submodels). Specifically, we
present expressions used to characterize the performance of frame detection
and packet decoding in the physical layer. We also describe details of the
piecewise interference strategy employed by the physical layer model. Finally,
we discuss additional features in WiNS that facilitate the integration of the
Hydra physical layer, which enables our direct-execution validation.
5.2.1 Operation of the Receiver
The operation of the physical layer is based on the format of the PHY
frame, which follows from the Greenfield mode specified in the IEEE 802.11n
standard [50]. As shown in Figure 5.1, there are four events that drive the
execution of the behavioral model of the PHY, namely: (i) the start of a frame,
(ii) frame detection at 4 µs into the short training field (STF), (iii) the end of
the SIGNAL field, and (iv) the end of the frame. At each of these points in the
frame reception process, the physical layer makes a decision about detection,
decoding of the header, or decoding of the payload. These events and decisions
drive the execution of the physical layer state machine, depicted in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Frame Format and Receive Operation of the WiNS PHY.
Figure 5.2: State Machine Defining Execution of PHY in WiNS.
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The physical layer state machine is composed of three states: LISTEN,
HEADER, and PAYLOAD. The receiver starts and idles in the LISTEN state. Upon
successfully detecting the arrival of an incoming packet, the PHY transitions
to the HEADER state, where it attempts to decode header information encoded
in the SIGNAL field of the incoming frame. After successfully decoding the
header, the PHY transitions to the PAYLOAD state where it attempts to decode
the encoded data from the frame. Finally, the success or failure of the decoding
process is annotated in the packet before passing it to the MAC layer.
Figure 5.2 also shows light-gray transition lines from the HEADER and
PAYLOAD states. These represent optional transitions that can occur when
the PHY is configured to model the capture effect. Lee et al. described this
effect in receivers that switch to decoding a new incoming frame (and drop
the current frame) when a packet with a stronger signal is detected [70].
5.2.2 Wireless Reception Model
The same submodels used in the physical layer model of WiNS have
also been implemented in other state-of-the-art simulators, including YANS
(Yet-Another-Network-Simulator) and ns-3 [34, 71]. Thus, the direct-execution
validation of our PHY model in WiNS also has implications with regard to the
fidelity of other network simulators. The physical layer model in WiNS is a
stochastic model for wireless reception and is composed of three submodels,
for frame detection, packet decoding, and interference. These components of
the physical layer model in WiNS are largely based on analytical results.
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The PHY model in WiNS uses signal-to-noise-ratio as a measure of link
quality. This metric is used to compute probabilities for successfully detecting
and decoding a packet. Received power (in dBm) is given by:
PR = PT +GT +GR − LT − LR − L(d) +Xf , (5.1)
where PT (in dBm) is the power of the transmitter, GT/GR and LT/LR are
the gain and system loss at the transmitter/receiver respectively, L(d) is the
large-scale pathloss due to propagation (in dB), and Xf is the fading gain of
the wireless channel (in dB). Thus, the SNR of the signal (in dB) is given by:
SNR = PR −N0, (5.2)
where N0 is the thermal noise floor of the communication system (in dBm) [36].
In the rest of this section, we explain how this link quality is used to model
detection, decoding, and interference in the physical layer model.
5.2.2.1 Frame Detection
The detection algorithm employed in Hydra is the Schmidl and Cox
algorithm [62]. The detection model in WiNS seeks to mimic the stochastic
behavior of this algorithm. Unlike the decoding and interference models in
WiNS, this frame detection model is empirically derived. It is a parameterized
model fit to measurements collected from waveform-level simulations of the
Hydra physical layer. The probability of successfully detecting a frame, or








, Γl < SNR < Γh
1, SNR > Γh
(5.3)
where Γl (1.5 dB) and Γh (5 dB) are low and high thresholds for detection.
If the SNR of a packet is less than Γl, it will always be dropped; if SNR is
greater than Γh, then the packet will always be detected. Intermediate values
result in a random detection outcome based on the FDR.
5.2.2.2 Packet Decoding
Once the start of a frame is detected, the decoding model of WiNS can
be used to predict the success or failure of the decoding process. This stochastic
decoding model does not attempt to model the location or exact number of
bit errors that might have occurred, only the outcome of the decoding process.
Packet decoding consists of three tasks: (i) computing the bit-error rate (BER)
of the bit stream after demodulation or demapping; (ii) using this BER to
compute the bit-error rate of the decoded bit stream; and (iii) computing the
packet-error rate (PER) from the BER of the decoded bit stream.
The decoding model in WiNS is based on the closed-form expressions
for digital modulation (M-QAM) and convolutional coding (RCPC codes) from
Qiao, Choi, and Shin [33]. The first step in the process is computing the coded













where γs is the SNR and M is the order of the M -ary QAM constellation.
The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of a normal








Next, we use Pb,mqam to compute the bit-error rate after decoding the





where {ad} are the weight coefficients of the (133,171) RCPC code and dfree is
its free distance [61]. Free distance of a code (dfree) can be interpreted as the
minimum length of a burst of errors that might be produced at the output of
the decoder. Appendix A lists the weight coefficients of the (133,171) RCPC



























pi(1− p)d−i, d is even
(5.7)
Finally, using the BER of the output from the decoder (Pb,dec), the
packet-error rate for the decoded L-byte packet can be approximated as:
PER ≈ 1− (1− Pb,dec)8L (5.8)
This approximation assumes independent and identically distributed bit errors.
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5.2.2.3 Interference
In the presence of interference, the detection and decoding models of
WiNS use signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) instead of SNR as a
link quality metric. The PHY model computes SINR as a function of time
using the piecewise-interference strategy described in Section 2.2.1. Here, we
explain how this piecewise approach impacts the operation of the physical
layer in WiNS. First, we define instantaneous SINR, where N0 is the power of






Figure 5.3 depicts a multiple-packet collision scenario in WiNS. The
figure includes the frame format of the detected frame to aid in our discussion of
how the PHY model handles interference. Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding
interference power PI as it varies over the duration of the incoming frame.
During the operation of the physical layer, the model computes SINR
using the portion of the incoming frame relevant to the state of the reception
model. In the LISTEN state, the model considers interference during the STF
of the frame; in HEADER, it considers interference over the SIGNAL field; and
during PAYLOAD, it considers interference over the PAYLOAD of the packet.
The piecewise-interference strategy is applied within each state to partition
the relevant portion of the frame into segments, each with a unique set of
interferers. This creates a unique set of tuples {(SINR0, t0), (SINR1, t1), . . .},
where ts ∈ (0, 1] is the proportion of the section occupied by segment s.
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Figure 5.3: Multiple Packet Collisions with an Incoming Frame.
Figure 5.4: Interference Power During Multiple Packet Collision.
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In packet decoding, the physical layer model uses this SINR information
to generate a corresponding set of BER tuples {(BER0, t0), (BER1, t1), . . .},
where BERs is the bit-error rate (Pb,dec) of a segment s calculated from SINRs,
using the method in Section 5.2.2.2. Thus, for an L-byte section of the packet,





In the example depicted in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, section s2 corresponding
to the SIGNAL field would be segmented into two pieces. Section s3, which
corresponds to the PAYLOAD, would be segmented into four pieces.
5.2.3 Integration of the Hydra Physical Layer
The direct-execution approach utilized in this dissertation depends on
the ability to directly execute the codebase used by the Hydra physical layer
inside the simulation environment of WiNS. The operation of the PHY model
in WiNS, presented in Section 5.2.1, was based on the actual operation of the
Hydra physical layer. As a result, integrating the real physical layer required
minimal modification to the physical layer in WiNS.
We implemented a digital signal processing (DSP) module to facilitate
all of the changes needed to integrate the Hydra physical layer into WiNS. This
module implements two main functions: (i) it applies impairments from the
wireless channel and radio to received waveforms; and (ii) it buffers waveform
samples as they arrive at the receiver. The DSP module mimics the operation
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of the receive buffer in a real system. It maintains a finite window of complex
samples that have been demodulated and filtered by the RF front end.
To compute the baseband samples at the receiver, the DSP module
convolves the wireless channel with the transmitted waveform. Meta-data
used for waveform-level hybrid-simulation (e.g., the transmitted waveform and
wireless channel) is affixed to packet objects using flexible packet annotations.
Annotations are also used to carry packet-level meta-data, such as packet
timestamps and duration. This timing information is used by the DSP module
to properly align waveform samples before adding them to the receive buffer.
5.3 Task Group N Channel Models
WiNS implements many of the channel models commonly found in
existing network simulators (see Table 5.2). These models, however, do not
capture many of the features of real channels in modern wireless systems,
namely fading and frequency selectivity. The realism of emulation approaches,
including direct-execution, relies on the use of realistic models of the wireless
environment. Thus, in our direct-execution validation of the PHY model in
WiNS, we require a realistic channel model which includes features found in
modern wireless systems. For this, we turn to the wireless channel models
defined by the IEEE 802.11 Task Group (TGn) [49].
The TGn channel models represent a diverse set of scenarios for the
indoor wireless channel [72]. This rich set of channel models was developed
from many measurement studies and is used to test the performance of real
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IEEE 802.11n systems. While we only consider the single-antenna operation
of the physical layer in this study, the multiple-antenna (MIMO) operation of
the TGn channel models has been implemented and verified in WiNS. In this
section, we summarize details of these wireless channel models.
5.3.1 Large-Scale Path Loss
The TGn channel models specify details of both large-scale and small-
scale path loss. The former is caused by signal loss due to propagation. It is
dictated by the laws governing electromagnetic propagation. In TGn channel
models, path loss (in dB) at distance d (in meters) is modeled as:
L(d) =
{
LFS(d), d ≤ dBP
LFS(dBP ) + 10n · log10(d/dBP ), d > dBP
(5.11)
where dBP defines the breakpoint distance (in meters), LFS(d) is free space
pathloss at distance d, and n is the pathloss exponent (3.5). Table 5.3 specifies
the breakpoint distance for each TGn channel model. Free space pathloss,
where λ is the wavelength of the carrier frequency, is defined as:






In our work, we consider the operation of the IEEE 802.11n physical
layer in the 5 GHz spectrum, which corresponds to a 60 mm wavelength.
The standard also specifies operation at 2.4 GHz. The TGn channel models
implemented in WiNS can be used to simulate operation in either spectrum.
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Table 5.3: Parameters for TGn Channel Models.
Model dBP (m)
K (dB)
E[σrms] (ns) σmax (ns)(LOS/NLOS)
A 5 0/−∞ 0 0
B 5 0/−∞ 15 80
C 5 0/−∞ 30 200
D 10 3/−∞ 50 390
E 20 6/−∞ 100 730
F 30 6/−∞ 150 1050
5.3.2 Frequency Selectivity
The TGn channel models are based on cluster models [49]. In these
models, clusters of reflectors and scatters in the wireless environment can
alter the received signal. Multiple delayed and attenuated reflections of the
transmitted signal from these clusters combine constructively and destructively
at a receiver to cause frequency selectivity in the wireless channel response.
Table 5.3 lists some of the relevant parameters for the six TGn channel
models. The parameters listed include σrms, the average root-mean-square
(RMS) delay spread of the channel, and σmax, the maximum excess delay
spread of the channel. As the value of these parameters increase, the wireless
channel response becomes more frequency selective.
5.3.3 Small-Scale Path Loss
In contrast to large-scale path loss, small-scale path loss is caused by
random variations in the environment from the relative motion of transmitters,
receivers, reflectors, and scatterers. This creates time dependent fading in the
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wireless channel, which is modeled stochastically. Table 5.3 lists the Ricean
fading parameter K (in dB) for the line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) components in the TGn channel models. As K approaches +∞ (dB),
the channel becomes dependent on only the LOS path between the sender
and receiver, so no fading occurs. As K approaches −∞ (dB), the channel
becomes completely dependent on the NLOS reflections and scatters, whose
motion will cause time-dependent fading.
The speed at which the wireless channel varies depends on the speed
of objects in the environment. In the TGn channel model, this is assumed
to occur around typical walking speeds (1.2 km/hr), resulting in a Doppler




In our dissertation, we use direct-execution to validate the physical
layer model in WiNS from the perspectives of different protocol layers. We do
this to establish that direct-execution is an effective validation approach, and
to improve our understanding of the fidelity in our PHY model and its impact
on network simulations. In this chapter, we begin validating this model from
the perspective of the physical layer.
Our goal in this chapter is to evaluate the accuracy of our PHY model
by considering its link-level behavior in the abscence of interference. We use
extensive measurements of the performance of the model and Hydra physical
layer to characterize this behavior. In particular, we evaluate the accuracy
of the detection and decoding functions of the model by comparing the two
systems using two metrics, namely frame-detection rate and packet-error rate.
In comparing the PHY model in WiNS with the Hydra physical layer,
we study the behavior of these two systems under various wireless impairments
and channel conditions. Specifically, we consider impairments and channels
that we observed during real experiments with Hydra, namely carrier frequency
offset and frequency-selctive channels. Using direct-execution, we identify the
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operating regimes where the model is an accurate representation of the real
system and show accountable differences where it is not.
The extensive measurements presented in this chapter are a significant
contribution of our dissertation. These measurements characterize the link-
level behavior of our PHY model and a real system under a broad set of
operating conditions. The flexibility of direct-execution allows us to study a
diverse set of operating conditions that would be difficult to reliably generate
in real-world experiments.
Here we begin by describing the experimental setup used in our link-
level simulations. Then we present experimental results of the physical layer
performance in this scenario, which we use to evaluate the accuracy of our
PHY model with respect to the Hydra physical layer.
6.1 Experimental Setup
To validate the link-level behavior of our PHY model, we consider the
communication between a single sender and receiver pair. This simple two
node scenario is used to examine the behavior of the detection and decoding
models in WiNS, which were presented in Section 5.2.2.
In this section, we describe details of our experiment design, including
relevant simulation parameters and metrics used to measure physical layer
performance. We also enumerate the impairments, wireless channel conditions,
and protocol parameters used in evaluating the accuracy of our model.
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Table 6.1: Parameters for Point-to-Point Simulation
Paramter Value
System Bandwidth (BW ) 20 MHz
Maximum TX Power 16.02 dBm
Carrier Frequency (fc) 5 GHz
Analog Loss 5 dB
Noise Figure 10 dB
Pathloss Exponent (n) 3.5
Carrier Frequency Offset 0 ppm (CFO Correction Disabled),
13.675 ppm (CFO Correction Enabled)
MCS 0− 7
Short Packet Length 40 bytes
Long Packet Length 1500 bytes
6.1.1 Point-to-Point Scenario
In the point-to-point scenario, a sender transmits fixed-length packets
to a receiver at a constant rate. We measure performance of the physical layer
as it varies with signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). To achieve a desired SNR for the
point-to-point link, we vary the separation distance between the sender and
receiver. Table 6.1 summarizes relevant physical layer and system parameters
used in our simulations of the PHY model and Hydra physical layer.
We use two metrics to measure physical layer performance, namely
frame-detection rate (FDR) and packet-error rate (PER). FDR describes the
probability of successfully detecting a transmission. PER is the probability of
an error occurring while decoding the header and payload of the packet, after
it has been succesffuly detected.
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6.1.2 Impairments, Channels, and Protocol Parameters
Rigorous validation of a physical layer model should carefully consider
the accuracy of the model under various operating conditions. This includes
different protocol parameters (e.g., MCS and packet length), wireless channels,
and radio impairments. In particular, validation should consider a realistic set
of operating conditions that would be important to model users.
From our experience working with Hydra, we identified impairments
and channels that had an impact on physical layer performance, namely carrier
frequency offset (CFO) and frequency-selective channels. These impairments
and channels are prevalent in most modern wireless systems. In our validation
of the PHY model in WiNS, we consider a set of scenarios informed by our
observations of the real-world operation of Hydra. Here, we enumerate the
scenarios used in our study of link-level behavior.
6.1.2.1 AWGN Channel
To establish a baseline set of results, we first consider a frequency-flat
channel. In particular, we consider TGn Channel Model A (CM-A) without
time-dependent fading. After applying large-scale pathloss as specified by the
model in Section 5.3, this channel is effectively the same as an AWGN channel.
As the decoding model in the simulator is based on analysis of modulation and
coding performance over an AWGN channel, we expect that the PHY model
will be accurate in this scenario.
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6.1.2.2 Carrier Frequency Offset
In working with Hydra, we observed that carrier frequency offset (CFO)
was a challenging impairment. As we discussed in Section 4.2.3, the Hydra
physical layer estimates and corrects for CFO, but noise in the system leads
to estimation error and imperfect phase tracking. This results in residual
CFO, which adversely impacts physical layer performance. In validating the
PHY model in WiNS, we consider the impact of CFO in conjunction with the
AWGN channel model (i.e. CM-A without time-dependent fading).
In our validation study, we focus on radio impairments observed to have
an impact on PHY performance, based on our firsthand experience with Hydra.
While other real-world impairments, such as IQ imbalance and quantization
noise, did not significantly impact the performance of Hydra, they might be
important in other systems. The direct-execution approach demonstrated here
can also be applied to validate PHY models under such impairments.
6.1.2.3 Frequency Selective Channels
In modern communication systems that operate over wide bandwidths,
physical layer performance is impaired by the frequency-selectivity of wireless
channels. We consider the impact of frequency-selective channels using TGn
Channel Models D & F (CM-D & CM-F), which have RMS delay spreads of
50 ns and 150 ns respectively. We expect that higher data rates with less robust
coding rates will be more adversely impacted by this impairment.
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6.1.2.4 Protocol Parameters
Physical layers operate using multiple data rates, each corresponding
to a different modulation and coding scheme (MCS). As the PHY model in
WiNS is intended for use in simulating single-antenna systems in 802.11-style
networks, we consider the operation of the physical layer using the single-
stream modes of IEEE 802.11n (MCS 0-7).
In addition to these different rates, we also examine the impact of packet
length on the accuracy of our PHY model. In particular, we consider long
packets that are 1500 bytes long (the maximum size of an Ethernet payload),
and short packets of 40 bytes (the size of a TCP Acknowledgement). These
are the two most common packet lengths found in Internet traffic [73].
6.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results for simulations of the
point-to-point scenario. We measure the performance of the PHY model
in WiNS and hybrid-simulations of the Hydra physical layer. Using direct-
execution, we can compare the link-level behavior of these two systems under
various impairments and channel conditions.
Each data point represents performance results collected over 10 trials,
where each trial consists of at least 100 samples. Random number generators
are reseeded in each trial using the local clock of the machine running the
simulation. We use error bars to indicate 90% confidence intervals.
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Measurements for the detection performance of the PHY (FDR) are
rate-agnostic. This is because the portion of the frame used for detection, the
short training field, remains constant regardless of the MCS (i.e., rate) used
to encode the contents of the payload.
In contrast, the payload of a physical layer frame may be encoded using
one of several MCS values. Thus, in measuring decoding performance (PER),
we need to consider different rates. To improve the readability of the PER
performance graphs, we only show a representative subset of the available
single-stream modes of IEEE 802.11n. The complete set of measurements
with the remaining rates is available in Appendix B.
All of the results in this section present physical layer performance as it
varies with the instantaneous link quality (i.e., SNR) of the channel. If we were
to consider performance as a function of average link quality in a particular
time-varying channel, our results would be averaged over the distribution of
SNRs that the wireless channel sees. We argue that this would obfuscate the
actual accuracy of our model. Further, it would not allow us to generalize our
results to other fading channels (i.e., with different distributions).
6.2.1 AWGN Channel (CM-A)
Our first results show the performance of the physical layer over an
AWGN channel. As expected, these results indicate that the link-level behavior
of our model is an accurate representation of a real PHY, namely the Hydra
physical layer, in an AWGN channel. These measurements were collected
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using 1500 byte packets. Figure 6.1 shows detection performance of the PHY
(FDR vs. SNR); and Fig. 6.2 shows decoding performance (PER vs. SNR).
The detection performance in Figure 6.1 shows that as the quality of
the link improves FDR increases gradually. If the SNR exceeds 5 dB, the
physical layer consistently detects packets. On the other hand, if the SNR
is below 1 dB, the physical layer cannot detect incoming packets. The figure
indicates that the detection performance of the model and Hydra are nearly
within the margin of error denoted by the error bars for each curve. Therefore,
we conclude that the detection performance of the model accurately represents
that of the Hydra physical layer.
In Figure 6.2, for each of the three data rates, we see that as link quality
increases the PER performance of the system transitions from 1 to 0. This
figure illustrates the tradeoff between data rate and reliability. We see that
MCS 0, 3, and 6 require SNRs of approximately 5, 15, and 23 dB, respectively,
to achieve error-free decoding. While a higher MCS setting provides increased
data rate (see Table 4.1), it has less redundancy for error corrective coding.
Therefore, a higher MCS requires a better-quality link (higher SNR) to ensure
error-free communication.
For all three MCS in Figure 6.2, the performance of the model and
Hydra are also nearly within the margin of error denoted by the error bars.
Therefore, we also conclude the decoding performance of the model accurately
represents that of the real system in this AWGN scenario.
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Figure 6.1: FDR vs. SNR in CM-A without Fading.
Figure 6.2: PER vs. SNR in CM-A without Fading.
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6.2.2 Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO)
Our next results show the performance of the physical layer in the
presence of CFO. In the simulator, we model CFO as a uniformly distributed
random variable with a maximum offset of 13.675 ppm [74]. The results show
that while frame detection in the PHY model remains accurate, the decoding
performance of the model diverges from that of the Hydra physical layer; this
is particularly true for lower MCS settings at lower SNR.
Figure 6.3 shows the detection performance of our model and Hydra in
the presence of CFO. These results are similar to the detection behavior of the
PHY in an AWGN channel. This behavior is consistent with our expectations.
As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the Schmidl and Cox algorithm used for frame
detection in Hydra is robust to carrier frequency offset. Thus, the detection
performance of the PHY should remain unchanged.
In contrast, the decoding performance of the model and real system
(Hydra) diverge significantly in the presence of CFO, as shown in Figure 6.4.
This figure shows that while the PHY model remains accurate at MCS 6,
it diverges from the performance of the real system for MCS 0 and 3. In
particular, for MCS 0, the Hydra physical layer requires an additional 5 dB to
achieve error-free decoding. With MCS 3, it requires an additional 3 dB.
This behavior of decoding in the physical layer is a result of the impact
of noise on CFO compensation in Hydra. Estimates of CFO and subsequent
phase tracking estimates using OFDM pilot tones become worse as noise in
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Figure 6.3: FDR vs. SNR with CFO (U [−13.675, 13.675] ppm).
Figure 6.4: PER vs. SNR with CFO (U [−13.675, 13.675] ppm).
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the system increases. Thus, at lower SNR this added error adversely impacts
the accuracy of the PHY model, most noticeably when using MCS 0.
As an example of how this discrepancy between the model and Hydra
physical layer might impact network simulations, let us consider the operation
of an ad hoc network. Control packets, used for neighbor or route discovery
in such a network, are transmitted at the base rate (MCS 0). In simulations
using the PHY model, these packets would be propagated farther, resulting in
paths through the network with fewer hops. Thus, simulations using the model
would likely result in shorter end-to-end delays than would be found in a real
system using the Hydra physical layer. In Chapter 9, we use direct-execution
to investigate the impact of CFO on a specific ad hoc routing protocol.
We attempted to improve the accuracy of our model by modifying the
effective SNR of the received signal using the expressions for residual CFO
presented by Zhao and Daneshrad [75]. The accuracy of the modified decoding
model did not markedly improve. Improving upon the accuracy of this model,
with respect to this impairment, will require further refinement, e.g., using our
measurements to create an empirical model for the impact of CFO.
6.2.3 Frequency Selective Channels (CM-D & CM-F)
Now we examine the performance of the PHY in the presence of a
frequency selective (or multipath) wireless channel. Our results indicate that
while the detection model remains accurate, decoding performance of the PHY
model and Hydra physical layer diverge in frequency-selective channels.
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Figure 6.5: FDR vs. SNR in CM-D without Fading (σrms = 56 ns).
Figure 6.6: PER vs. SNR in CM-D without Fading (σrms = 56 ns).
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Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show detection and decoding performance of the
physical layer over TGn Channel Model D (CM-D), without time-dependent
fading. This multipath channel has an average RMS delay spread of 50 ns.
Once again, the detection behavior of the model and Hydra, depicted in
Fig. 6.5, is within the margin of error indicated by the error bars. Fig. 6.6,
however, shows that the decoding performance of the two systems diverges.
The most notable effect of this frequency-selective channel on the PHY is that
the transition from failing to decode any packets to error-free decoding occurs
over a larger SNR range; most noticeably for MCS 6.
To explain this behavior, let us consider the impact of frequency-
selectivity on the subcarriers of an OFDM system. In a multipath channel,
some of the subcarriers will have low SNR, and others will have higher SNR.
While the average SNR might support error-free communication in an AWGN
channel, the “bad” subcarriers in the multipath channel result in additional
bit-errors for the decoder to correct. This means that the error-correcting
ability of the coding system will be diminished in multipath channels.
This could impact the accuracy of network simulations, for example, in
a system with a MAC protocol that uses up to N retransmissions. If the PHY
decodes packets with probability (1−p), the probability of the MAC failing to
deliver a packet is pN+1  p. Therefore, simulations of the model and Hydra
may result in similar MAC reliability (i.e., PDR), but would certainly diverge
in terms of throughput and latency. In Ch. 8, we use direct-execution to study
the impact of multipath on a rate-adaptive MAC protocol.
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Figure 6.7: FDR vs. SNR in CM-F without Fading (σrms = 151 ns).
Figure 6.8: PER vs. SNR in CM-F without Fading (σrms = 151 ns).
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Figures 6.7 & 6.8 present similar performance results, which reinforce
our understanding of the decoding behavior of the physical layer in frequency-
selective channels. These figures show the detection and decoding performance
of simulations over TGn Channel Model F (CM-F), which has a significantly
larger average RMS delay spread of 150 ns.
6.2.4 Short Packets (TCP ACK)
The results we have presented thus far have considered transmissions of
maximum Ethernet size frames (1500 bytes). Here, we examine physical layer
performance over an AWGN channel when using shorter 40 byte packets. Our
results indicate that while frame detection in our PHY model remains accurate,
there is some divergence in decoding performance for short packets; particularly
at higher MCS values.
Figure 6.9 shows that frame detection in the model and Hydra physical
layer are similar (nearly within the margin of error). Since frame detection
occurs over the short training field (STF), the contents of the payload do
not affect detection performance. This result is consistent with the detection
performance of the PHY over an AWGN channel.
Figure 6.10 shows that the decoding performance of the model and
Hydra diverge. In particular, the model is more pessimistic about the outcome
of decoding. For example, at an SNR of 20 dB, the model predicts that
most packets using MCS 6 will fail to be decoded, while the real system still
successfully decodes some packets. This does not significantly change the SNR
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Figure 6.9: FDR vs. SNR in CM-A with Short Packets.
Figure 6.10: PER vs. SNR in CM-A with Short Packets.
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required by each MCS to achieve error-free communication, but it does change
the SNR at which each MCS begins to successfully deliver some packets.
We speculate that this difference stems from the approximation the
model uses for converting BER to PER, in Eq. (5.8). This approximation
assumes that bit-errors are independent and identically distributed.
6.3 Model Evaluation
From the experimental measurements presented in the previous section,
we can identify operating regimes in which our physical layer model is accurate.
In particular, we conclude that, from the perspective of the physical layer, the
physical layer model in WiNS is sufficiently accurate for use in simulations of
an AWGN channel (CM-A).
It is also clear from our measurements that the sophisticated PHY
model used in WiNS, and other advanced network simulators such as ns-3, is
less accurate under the realistic channels and impairments in our study. Our
direct-execution validation identifies the operating regimes (e.g., link qualities,
rates, channels, etc.) where the model and real system differ.
The results for the AWGN channel establish a benchmark for accuracy,
against which we can compare the accuracy of our model in other operating
conditions. We quantify this benchmark, and our notion of sufficient accuracy,
using the absolute-error between measurements of the PHY model and Hydra
physical layer. Similarly, we consider the absolute-error of the model in other
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operating regimes. Comparing these results against the AWGN benchmark
allows us to identify operating conditions that require more accurate modeling.
In this section, we explicitly define the absolute-error metrics used in
our quantitative evaluation of model accuracy. We use these metrics to show
accountable differences for operating regimes where the PHY model is less
accurate. We also discuss the impact of these results on network simulations.
6.3.1 Quantitative Evaluation of Accuracy
We use two metrics to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of our
model. Both metrics measure the absolute-error between the physical layer
performance of our model and the Hydra physical layer. The first metric,
βFDR, measures the difference between the detection performance of the two
systems. Let f̂(γ) and f(γ) represent frame-detection rate at SNR γ for the




∣∣∣f̂(γ)− f(γ)∣∣∣ dγ, (6.1)
where S is the SNR domain over which we evaluate the metric.
The second metric, βPER, measures the difference between the decoding
performance of our model and the Hydra physical layer. Let p̂(γ) and p(γ)
represent the packet-error rate at SNR γ for the model and Hydra respectively.




|p̂(γ)− p(γ)| dγ. (6.2)
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Table 6.2: βFDR for PHY Model and Hydra Physical Layer.
Scenario Name Description βFDR
CM-A AWGN Channel 0.483
CFO AWGN Channel with CFO 0.432
CM-D TGn Channel Model D (σrms = 50 ns) 0.297
CM-F TGn Channel Model F (σrms = 150 ns) 0.335
TCP ACK AWGN Channel with Short Packets 0.471
Now we apply these error-metrics in evaluating the accuracy of our
model. Table 6.2 presents the accuracy of the detection performance of our
model under the impairments, channels, and protocol parameters in our study.
Using the results of the AWGN channel (CM-A) as a benchmark for accuracy,
we conclude that the PHY model in WiNS accurately models detection of a real
system (Hydra) in realistic wireless scenarios.
Table 6.3 presents the model-error for the decoding performance of our
model using different MCS values under various impairments and channels.
The highlighted rows in the table correspond to the MCS settings previously
presented in this chapter. We consider the AWGN channel (CM-A) results as a
benchmark for model accuracy. If we consider the error associated with CFO,
we see that for MCS 0 − 3, the error-metric is greater than one. The error-
metric for MCS 4− 7 is less than one. Moreover, at these higher MCS values,
model error is comparable to that of the AWGN benchmark. In this way, we
can identify certain operating conditions where the PHY model is sufficiently
accurate. The table indicates, however, that the model is less accurate under
many of the realistic channels and impairments in our study.
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Table 6.3: βPER for PHY Model and Hydra Physical Layer.
MCS CM-A CFO CM-D CM-F TCP ACK
0 0.579 3.175 1.541 1.335 0.598
1 0.102 3.192 1.547 1.354 0.543
2 0.656 1.355 3.708 3.237 1.261
3 0.158 1.404 1.344 1.644 0.748
4 0.543 0.589 2.931 3.909 1.247
5 0.340 0.628 1.926 4.836 1.221
6 0.459 0.458 2.914 7.864 1.374
7 0.652 0.346 3.857 9.386 1.577
These results identify the operating modes (i.e., MCS) and wireless
conditions in which our model requires further refinement. As we discussed in
Chapter 2, there are several ways to improve the accuracy of a PHY model.
For example, our measurements could be used to develop an empirical model
that captures the impairments in our study. This could be accomplished by
parameterizing the current PHY model to account for changes in performance
caused by these impairments and fitting the parameterized model to these
measurments. The PHY model could also be improved by using more general
analysis (i.e., considering more realistic wireless conditions and impairments).
We leave such refinement as future work, but note that direct-execution can
also be used to evaluate the accuracy of such new models.
The accuracy benchmark and approach presented here provides model
developers a vehicle for quantitatively assessing the accuracy of new models.
Moreover, this approach determines if a model is sufficiently accurate to be
used in wireless network simulations, from the perspective of the physical layer.
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6.3.2 Impact on Network Simulations
The performance of a wireless system depends on complex interactions
between various protocol layers, the physical layer, and the wireless channel.
Similarly, the impact of errors in the PHY model on a network simulation
also depends on these relationships. Understanding how model error affects
simulation results requires carefully considering the operating regimes and
protocol parameters used in a network simulation.
While a model may be inaccurate in certain operating regimes, the
impact of this inaccuracy depends on the frequency with which a network
simulation operates under these conditions (i.e., the link qualities, rates, and
channels that cause model error). Analyzing these characteristics of a wireless
system in general can be difficult. Direct-execution is an effective approach to
addressing this issue. In our dissertation, we demonstrate that direct-execution





In this chapter, we use direct-execution to examine the accuracy of
the PHY model of WiNS in the presence of interference. Our main goal is
to characterize the performance of the physical layer in different interference
scenarios. In particular, we seek to identify situations where model inaccuracy
might impact network simulations.
The physical layer model in WiNS is intended for use in simulations
of 802.11-style networks, including WLAN, mesh, and ad hoc networks. The
topology, traffic, and protocols in such networks impact how interference is
manifested, i.e., the number, frequency, and relative strength of interferers.
We discuss why this makes the task of interference validation challenging and
how this impacted our validation approach.
Our investigation of interference involves two parts. In the first part,
we evaluate the accuracy of our model by studying simulations of an ALOHA
network. These experiments validate the physical layer model by studying the
impact of interference on network throughput. In particular, this validates the
model for scenarios in which transmitting nodes are near a single receiver, as
in a WLAN operating around a single access point (AP).
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In the second part of our interference validation, we examine other
interference scenarios that are relevant to simulations of 802.11-style networks.
We use detailed performance measurements of a controlled topology to develop
“error-maps” that identify interference scenarios where a PHY model may be
less accurate. These error-maps are a resource that can guide model users in
determining if a model is suitable in their own network simulations.
7.1 Challenges in Interference Validation
In referring to interference validation, we mean the task of validating
a physical layer model in terms of its behavior in the presence of interference.
The goal of interference validation is to establish that the fidelity of a model
is suitable for use in network simulations.
The problem is that the same physical layer model is often used to
study a variety of networks, such as WLAN, mesh, and ad hoc networks. The
different topologies, traffic patterns, and protocols in these networks impact
how interference will be manifested, i.e., the number, frequency, and relative
strength of interferers. As a result, robust interference validation, to establish
that a model is suitable in many wireless scenarios, is challenging.
7.1.1 The Fickle Nature of Interference
To better understand the diversity of interference scenarios that need
to be addressed in interference validation, we consider a few examples of the
802.11-style networks that our PHY model might be used to simulate.
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The first network is a WLAN communicating with a single access point
where all the nodes are near one another. Specifically, all of the nodes are
within a single collision domain (i.e., in carrier-sense range of one another).
When a collision occurs, the two interfering transmissions will have similar
strength because of their proximity in the network. The use of CSMA/CA
in WLANs reduces, but does not eliminate, the probabiliy that transmissions
will collide. The frequency and number of packets involved in collisions grows
with the number of nodes in this WLAN scenario.
Next, we consider an ad hoc network where nodes communicate over
multiple hops. While CSMA/CA can help to reduce nearby interference, nodes
outside the carrier-sense range of a transmitter but still in the vicinity of a
receiver can still cause interference. The strength of interference from these
hidden nodes may be less than that of the intended transmission, but can still
affect physical layer reception [76]. The number, frequency, and strength of
such collisions depends on the topology and channels in an ad hoc network
scenario, specifically, the density of nodes and the pathloss characteristics of
the wireless environment.
In mesh networks, nodes associated with different gateways can also
cause interference. These far-away nodes are in separate collision domains
and therefore will not be silenced by carrier-sense MAC protocols. As a result,
weak interference from these sources often occurs. The number of packets
involved in collisions grows with the size of the network, specifically, with the
number of gateways in the mesh network scenario.
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Interference in these networks manifests itself in many different ways;
from the number of packets involved in collisions to the relative strengths of
interfering transmissions. In simulations of such networks, the frequency and
characteristics of these interference scenarios determine the impact that model
inaccuracy might have on network simulations. Robust interference validation
should consider these different characteristics in various scenarios.
7.1.2 Impact on Our Validation
In our approach to interference validation, we use two methods for
investigating the impact of interference on the accuracy of our physical layer
model. The first method is a more specific approach that is tailored to a
network scenario where nearby nodes are transmitting to a single receiver, as
in a WLAN operating around a single AP. In particular, we study an ALOHA
network to characterize the impact of interference on network throughput.
The second method is designed to address the diversity of interference
scenarios that are important in simulations of other 802.11-style networks. In
particular, we examine the accuracy of our model as it varies with the number
of packets involved in collisions and the relative strengths of interferers.
Our goal is to use these two approaches to characterize the impact of
interference on the accuracy of our PHY model. The piecewise-interference
strategy employed by WiNS (described in Section 5.2.2.3) is also used in other
advanced network simulators. In this way, our interference validation also
provides insight into the accuracy of these other simulation tools.
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7.2 Interference Validation with ALOHA
We begin our interference validation by considering a scenario where
nearby nodes are transmitting to a single receiver, as in a WLAN operating
around a single access point. To validate our PHY model in this scenario,
we investigate the operation of a network using the ALOHA protocol. This
random access MAC protocol does not employ collision avoidance mechanisms
such as carrier-sensing; therefore it is prone to collisions. This represents the
worst case of interference that we might see in this network scenario, i.e., where
no coordination or cooperation is used to avoid interference.
The average number of collisions observed by the receiver increases
with the workload of the network. Using Poisson traffic, we generate collisions
that are varied in the number, overlap, and duration of these similar strength
interferers. By showing that our model is accurate in the rigorous interference
conditions of the ALOHA protocol, we can establish the credibility of the
model in similar network scenarios with less severe interference, as in a typical
WLAN operating around a single AP.
7.2.1 Protocol Description
The ALOHA protocol was originally conceived of at the University
of Hawaii in the 1960’s as a means of connecting users on different islands
with a central time-sharing computer at the main campus near Honalulu [77].
This simple MAC protocol inspired many technologies, including Ethernet and
modern WiFi networks. Slotted ALOHA is a variation of the protocol that
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Figure 7.1: Colliding Frames in ALOHA Network.
communicates using synchronized slots. Both the original and slotted variant
are used for random access communication in networks.
In the original version of the protocol (pure ALOHA), any node that
has data to send immediately attempts to transmit the data. The duration of
a frame was fixed (T seconds), and stations could only operate in half-duplex
mode (either receiving or sending, but not both simultaneously).
As shown in Figure 7.1, any frame starting during or in the T seconds
prior to the start of a frame already being transmitted results in a collision and
a loss of both frames. Because of the lack of collision avoidance mechanisms
in ALOHA, packet collisions limit the throughput of the system depending on
the traffic workload generated by the N nodes in the network.
We define G, the workload of the network, as the aggregate rate at
which transmitters in the network attempt to send a T second frame. So, in a
network with N transmitting nodes, any given sender will generate packets at a
rate of G/N (transmission-attempts/frame-time). If we assume that each node
generates traffic using a Poisson process, the probability of no transmissions
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occurring during a T second frame is e−G. More generally, the probability of
no transmissions occurring in a mT second period is e−mG.
The throughput of the system (Spure) is the workload of the network
(G) times the probabilty of no other transmissions occurring during or in the
T seconds prior to a frame being transmitted:
Spure = G · e−2G. (7.1)
7.2.2 Benefits of Validation with ALOHA
Judd, Steenkiste, Bingmann, and other have investigated interference
using systematic approaches [9, 34, 78]. They characterized the behavior of the
physical layer as a function of the strengths of a transmitter and interferer,
as well as the relative timing between transmissions. While this approach is
useful for understanding the impact of a single interferer, it is not practical in
studying more general interference scenarios (i.e., with multiple interferers).
Because of the myriad of ways packets might collide in a network, exhaustively
experimenting with every possible combination of interferers that may occur
is not practical. Instead, our approach using ALOHA effectively employs a
Monte Carlo method to sample this space of possible collisions.
We validate the accuracy of our model by comparing the network
throughput of simulations using the model and direct-execution of the Hydra
physical layer. By using ALOHA for interference validation, we can also check
our results against the analytical throughput predicted by Equation (7.1).
This provides a sanity-check and point of reference in evaluating our results.
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Table 7.1: Parameters for ALOHA Network Simulation
Paramter Value
Number of Nodes 100
Offered Traffic Load (G) 0.2− 1.8 (transmissions/frame-time)
System Bandwidth (BW ) 20 MHz
Maximum TX Power 16.02 dBm
Carrier Frequency (fc) 5 GHz
Carrier Frequency Offset 0 ppm (CFO Correction Disabled)
Packet Length 1500 bytes
7.2.3 Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we consider a network of 100 nodes using the
ALOHA protocol. These nodes send traffic to a central node, like an AP
in a WLAN. Each node consists of a traffic agent that sends/receives unicast
packets, a physical layer, and a radio interface. Nodes generate Poisson traffic
with a total workload of G (in transmission-attempts/frame-time). Table 7.1
lists the relevant simulation parameters used in our experiments.
Senders in the network are uniformly distributed at random across a
disc, wherein the receiver is located at the center. The radius of this disc is
chosen to ensure that, absent interference, communication between any sender
and the receiver, is virtually error-free (i.e., PER< 1%). PER depends on the
modulation and coding scheme (MCS) used by the PHY, so we modify network
radius for each MCS in our experiments. We restrict layout in this way so
we can compare our results directly against the analytical model for ALOHA,
which assumes that collision-free communication occurs without error [79].
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7.2.4 Experimental Results
In our experiments, we vary the workload of the network G and measure
the throughput of the network Tput (in successful-transmissions/frame-time).
We normalize throughput and workload to the duration of a frame. This allows
for a fair comparison between different modulation/coding schemes.
Figure 7.2 presents our first experimental results. These results show
throughput Tput as it varies with workload G for the ALOHA network over
TGn Channel Model A (CM-A). We use error bars to indicate 90% confidence
intervals. Although we only present results corresponding to MCS 0 and 6,
similar performance was observed with other data rates. The figure also shows
the theoretical throughput for ALOHA (Spure) for reference.
The results in Fig. 7.2 indicate the performance of the model and Hydra
physical layer are consistent with one another. In particular, the throughput
of the two systems is within the margin of error denoted by the error bars.
This indicates that the piecewise-interference model is accurate in this network
scenario. Moreover, the interference model is also suitable for simulating sim-
ilar network scenarios where interference occurs less frequently due to MAC
coordination, such as a WLAN around a single access point.
These results also show that the throughput of the model and real
system differ from the theoretical throughput Spure. The throughput of the real
system, most notably with MCS 0, is higher than Spure. This disparity is due to
the fact that the theoretical model assumes that a collision always results in a
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Figure 7.2: Throughput vs. Workload for ALOHA in CM-A.
Figure 7.3: Throughput vs. Workload for ALOHA in CM-D.
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packet loss. The higher throughput of the real system, however, indicates that
it must be able to decode some packets where a collision may have occurred.
In particular, the base rate (MCS 0) is more capable of mitigating interference
than MCS 6. Even in this scenario, where the strength of transmissions is
similar, the physical layer has some tolerance for interference depending on
the robustness of the modulation and coding scheme.
In threshold-based interference models, such as those used in ns-2 and
other popular network simulators, the inteference from nearby transmitters
in this scenario would result in dropped packets. Regardless of the duration
of the overlap or the number of colliding packets, the threshold-based model
would calculate that the interference-threshold had been exceeded and drop
any packet where interference occurred. Thus, these models would not be
accurate in predicting the behavior of the PHY in our ALOHA experiments.
In this way, the piecewise-interference strategy is superior because it captures
the ability of real systems to mitigate the impact of interference.
Figure 7.3 shows similar results for ALOHA experiments carried out
over TGn Channel Model D (CM-D). These results are consistent with our
previous results and reinforce our understanding of interference in this wireless
scenario. This establishes that the piecewise-interference strategy employed by
the PHY model in WiNS is accurate in simulations of networks where nodes
are in close proximity of one another.
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7.3 Detailed Interference Validation
The ALOHA experiments provided useful insights into the the accuracy
of the piecewise-interference strategy. For example, they showed this strategy
captures the ability of real systems to mitigate the impact of interference in
networks where nodes are near one another. While these experiments validated
the piecewise-interference strategy in this scenario, we are also interested in
scenarios that are important for simulations of other 802.11-style networks.
Now we extend our interference validation to investigate these other scenarios.
In this section, we use a different method for interference validation.
This approach is designed to study the impact of interference in terms of:
(i) the number of packets involved in collisions, (ii) the relative strength of
interferers, and (iii) the MCS and length of packets. Our goal is to collect
measurements that will provide insight into the impact of interference on the
accuracy of our physical layer model in different 802.11-style networks. Here,
we begin by describing the design and simulation setup in these experiments.
7.3.1 Experiment Design & Setup
The validation methodology presented here is motivated by the need to
evaluate the accuracy of our PHY model for use in simulations of 802.11-style
networks, such as WLAN, mesh, and ad hoc networks. We utilize a scenario
where multiple interferers cause interference between a sender and receiver
pair. We vary traffic and topology in this scenario to characterize a broad
range of interference scenarios that are important for 802.11-style networks.
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Figure 7.4: Topology for Detailed Interference Validation.
7.3.1.1 Topology
The topology used in our detailed interference validation is depicted in
Figure 7.4. As the figure shows, we consider the communication between a
sender and receiver, separated by distance dS, in the presence of interference.
Multiple co-located interferers are present at a distance dI from the receiver.
We control the SNR of the direct link between the sender and receiver
by varying the distance dS. Interference power (PI) is controlled by varying
the distance dI between the receiver and the interferers. We classify the type





where PR is the received power of the direct link, PI is the interference power
from any given interferer, and N0 is the noise power of the system.
Here, we do not use LQM in the same way as SINR, as a direct indicator
of link quality. Instead, we use LQM as a means of describing the type of
interference for a particular scenario. For example, if LQM is 0 dB, this
implies that the interference power from each interferer is approximately the
same as the receive power from the sender, or equivalently dS ≈ dI. We will
discuss more about these different types of interference later.
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Figure 7.5: PER vs. LQM for Multiple Types of Interference.
7.3.1.2 Traffic
The sender generates traffic by sending packets at a constant rate. The
interferers generate Poisson traffic. As we vary the interference workload,
we change the average number of packets involved in collisions with traffic
from the sender. This approach randomly varies the overlap between colliding
packets, which provides many different interference realizations.
7.3.1.3 Interference Classification
We consider four types of interferers in our experiments. The definition
of these interference types is based on the decoding performance of the physical
layer. Figure 7.5 depicts the typical packet-error rate performance of the PHY
for any given modulation and coding scheme. SNR∗ reflects the minimum
SNR needed to achieve “good” performance (i.e., PER< 1%) in the absence of
interference. The SNR of the link between the sender and receiver has a link
margin M (in dB) above this minimum threshold (i.e., SNR = SNR∗ +M).
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The following interference classes are represented in Figure 7.5:
Nearby The received power from the sender and interferers is of the same
strength. The LQM for this interference type is 0 dB. This class of
interferers is representative of nodes that are close in proximity, as might
be found in a WLAN under a single collision domain.
Strong This is an intermediate class of interfererence. We define a strong
interferer as one that would cause the LQM to fall below the threshold
SNR∗. In our experiments, we define strong interference as having an
LQM that is 10 dB below SNR∗.
Weak The received power of this type of interference is not strong enough
to reduce LQM below the the threshold SNR∗. Thus, the interference
power of a weak interferer is limited by the link margin (M) of the
sender-receiver link. We define weak interference as having LQM equal
to SNR∗. Hidden nodes in a 802.11-style networks may be strong or
weak interferers.
Far-away This class of interferers is representative of nodes associated with
different gateways in a mesh network or distant nodes in an ad hoc
network. These nodes are outside the carrier-sense range of the receiver.
As a result, the interference power for this class of very weak interferers
is at or below the noise floor N0, i.e., LQM ≈ SNR. In our experiments,
far-away interferers have an LQM that is 1 dB below SNR.
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Table 7.2: Parameters for Interference Simulations
Paramter Value
Potential Number of Interferers 10
Offered Interference Load (G) 0.5− 4.0 (transmissions/frame-time)
Channel Model TGn Channel Model A (CM-A)
Carrier Frequency Offset 0 ppm (CFO Correction Disabled)
Minor Link Margin 3 dB
Major Link Margin 10 dB
Short Packet Length 40 bytes
Long Packet Length 1500 bytes
7.3.1.4 Metrics
In measuring the performance of the PHY, we typically consider metrics
for frame-detection and packet-decoding. In our experiments, however, we
found that even in the presence of interference the frame-detection performance
of the PHY model in WiNS remained similar to that of the Hydra physical
layer. Because of the accuracy of the detection part of the PHY model in
WiNS, the focus of our detailed interference validation is on the accuracy of
our decoding model. In particular, the metric we consider is the probability
of successful packet decoding given that the frame was detected. We refer to
this conditional probability as the packet-decoding rate (PDR).
7.3.1.5 Simulation Parameters
Table 7.2 summarizes the relevant parameters used for the experiments
in our detailed interference validation of the PHY model in WiNS.
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7.3.2 Experimental Results
In the experiments conducted for our detailed inteference validation,
we simulated our PHY model and the Hydra physical layer using different
interference types and under various operating conditions. Here, we present a
sample of our results to illustrate the nature of the measurements we collected.
In Section 7.4, we evaluate the accuracy of our interference model by examining
the absolute-error between these measurements of the model and Hydra.
Our experiments measure the decoding performance of the PHY as it
varies with interference workload for the four interference types defined in
Section 7.3.1.3. We also investigate the decoding behavior of the PHY using
different MCS settings, packet lengths, and link margins.
Figure 7.6 shows a sample of our measurements. This figure shows
packet-decoding rate (PDR) as it varies with the interference workload G,
using MCS 0, a link margin of 10 dB, and maximum Ethernet size frames
(1500 bytes). We use error bars to indicate 90% confidence intervals.
This figure shows that as workload G increases, the PDR of the sender-
receiver link decreases. The PDR for far-away interference, however, remains
constant. This implies that the impact of distant interferers, particularly those
outside the carrier-sense range of the receiver, do not affect packet decoding.
In particular, for far-away interferers to have an impact on decoding (at this
link quality and MCS) would require that more than 8 packets from far-away
interferers be involved in a collision.
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Figure 7.6: PDR vs. Interference Load (10 dB Margin, MCS 0, 1500 B).
Figure 7.7: PDR vs. Ncoll Interferers (10 dB Margin, MCS 0, 1500 B).
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The figure also shows in strong interference, the model and Hydra be-
have similarly. At MCS 0, since the value of SNR∗ is low (4.2 dB), the strength
of strong interferers exceeds that of nearby interferers. For other MCS, this
relationship is reversed. In the presence of nearby and weak interferers, we see
the PDR performance of the model and Hydra noticeably diverge.
To better understand the nature of this divergence, we examined the
data further to determine how PDR varies with the number of packets colliding
with sender-receiver communication (Ncoll). Figure 7.7 shows this behavior for
the same set of experiment measurements presented in Figure 7.6. At each
value of Ncoll in this figure, we can compare the PDR performance of the model
and the Hydra physical layer. We use this to characterize the accuracy of the
model as a function of the number of packets involved in a collision.
In Figure 7.7, we see that as the strength of interferers diminishes (from
strong to nearby to weak to faraway), more packets must be involved in a
collision to cause the PDR performance to transition from 1 to 0. This verifies
the cumulative nature of how interference impacts physical layer performance.
In addition, when model error occurs, the PDR performance of the model is
pessimistic in comparison to that of the Hydra physical layer.
These results also provide insight into the interference scenarios where
model accuracy may have an impact on network simulation. For example, if
the scenario for which we are evaluating the model does not see many collisions
involving more than two packets (i.e., Ncoll < 2), the interference model will
provide accurate simulation results (for this MCS and packet length).
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In contrast, if we consider a mesh network where many adjacent gate-
ways cause weak interference, we may find that model inaccuracy can cause
misleading simulation results. Figure 7.7 shows interference involving 4, 5,
or 6 weak colliders results in noticeable model inaccuracy. This may make a
model unsuitable for use in such network simulations. As we will discuss, the
impact of this model error depends on the specifics of a network scenario.
Note that model error can only occur in regions of the graph where the
model and Hydra physical layer are transitioning from a PDR of 1 to 0. When
fewer colliders are present, the model and Hydra physical layer are both able to
successfully decode packets. When more interferers are present, both systems
cannot decode packets. These critical ranges of Ncoll for each interference type
denote operating points where model error might impact network simulations.
Extensive performance measurements were collected using this approach.
The full set of measurements were taken using multiple MCS settings (0, 3, 6),
packet lengths (1500 B, 40 B), and link margins (10 dB, 3 dB). This parameter
space, combined with the four interference classes from Section 7.3.1.3, forms
the basis for the evaluation of model error in the next section. We summarize
our conclusions and observations from this section as follows:
• interference has a cumulative impact on physical layer decoding;
• the model is pessimistic with regard to the impact of interference;
• and model inaccuracy can only occur in a range of Ncoll when the PDR
performance is transitioning from 1 to 0.
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7.4 Model Evaluation
In this section, we use the performance measurements from our detailed
interference validation experiments to evaluate the accuracy of our model.
Specifically, we examine PDR performance of the model and Hydra physical
layer to quantitatively evaluate error in the model. A sample of these results
was presented in Figure 7.7. We compile our measurements of model error
into “error-maps”. These error-maps illustrate model accuracy as a function
of interference type and the number of packets involved in collisions.
The error-maps presented in this section are a resource that can guide
model users in evaluating the suitability of a physical layer model based on the
interference conditions present in their network simulations. We demonstrate
this by using our results to consider the accuracy of the model under various
wireless scenarios in 802.11-style networks.
7.4.1 Error-Maps
To construct an error-map, we compute the absolute-error between
PDR performance of the PHY model and Hydra physical layer. Specifically,
we evaluate this error for each interference type based on Ncoll, the number
of packets involved in a collision. In each error-map, the interference types
are ordered from weakest to strongest in terms of relative strength. These
interference types are: (F) far-away, (W) weak, (S) strong, and (N) nearby.
Figure 7.8 shows our first set of error-maps. The numerical data corresponding
to these error-maps is presented in Appendix C.
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(a) MCS 0, M = 10 dB (b) MCS 0, M = 3 dB
(c) MCS 3, M = 10 dB (d) MCS 3, M = 3 dB
(e) MCS 6, M = 10 dB (f) MCS 6, M = 3 dB
Figure 7.8: Interference Model Error (1500 Byte Packets).
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Fig. 7.8(a), 7.8(c), and 7.8(e) present model error for MCS 0, 3, and 6,
respectively, when the sender-receiver link has a 10 dB margin. Darker regions
of these graphs indicate the presence of model error. The intensity of these
regions indicates the level of inaccuracy. For example, in Figure 7.8(a), we
can see that model error is severe in the scenario where there are five weak
interferers. In Figure 7.8(e), where a less robust data rate (MCS 6) is used,
we see that model error is severe in the presence of only two weak interferers.
Model error can only occur in the regions of the graphs where the model
and Hydra physical layer are transitioning from a PDR of 1 to 0. For each
error-map, we see that when model error occurs, it is most severe at a particular
number of interferers (N∗coll) depending on the type of interference present.
For example, in Figure 7.8(a), N∗coll is 4 for weak interference. When fewer
than N∗coll interferers are present, the model and Hydra physical layer begin to
successfully decode packets. When more interferers are present, both systems
become unable to decode a packet.
In this way, the particular interference scenarios where model-error is
severe are critical operating points for the physical layer model. The frequency
with which these scenarios occur determines how model inaccuracy may impact
a network simulation. As we will discuss, understanding when these critical
operating regimes are problematic requires carefully considering the topologies,
traffic, and protocols of a network scenario.
The adjacent error-maps in Figures 7.8(b), 7.8(d), and 7.8(f) show the
measurements for model error when the sender-receiver link has a smaller link
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margin of 3 dB. Smaller link margins are usually present in rate-adaptive
systems where link quality is used to opportunistically select the rate of data
transmissions. In such systems, if significant excess margin exists, it indicates
that a higher data rate could have been employed. In contrast, fixed-rate
packets such as control or broadcast messages are often sent at the base rate
(MCS 0) and usually have higher link margins.
For MCS 3 and 6, Figure 7.8 indicates that the piecewise-interference
strategy of the model is accurate for all but a few interference scenarios. In
contrast, for MCS 0 with a 3 dB link margin, we see numerous scenarios where
model inaccuracy might occur, specifically, when there is one strong interferer,
two nearby interferers, or six weak interferers. This suggests that developing a
more accurate interference model will require addressing model error for the
base rate (MCS 0) with a 3 dB link margin.
Figure 7.9 presents error-maps associated with the same interference
scenarios using shorter 40 byte packets. At a high-level, we observe from these
error-maps that the model appears to be less accurate for interference involving
shorter packets. In particular, for MCS 3 and 6 we see more interference
scenarios where model error occurs.
For MCS 0 and a 10 dB link margin, Fig. 7.9(a) shows that there are
numerous scenarios that cause severe model error, specifically, in situations
where there are two strong interferers, three nearby interferers, or six weak
interferers. This suggests that developing a more accurate interference model
will also require addressing model inaccuracy in these operating regimes.
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(a) MCS 0, M = 10 dB (b) MCS 0, M = 3 dB
(c) MCS 3, M = 10 dB (d) MCS 3, M = 3 dB
(e) MCS 6, M = 10 dB (f) MCS 6, M = 3 dB
Figure 7.9: Interference Model Error (40 Byte Packets).
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7.4.2 Impact on Network Simulations
Our error-maps provide a detailed picture of the accuracy of our in-
terference model under various operating conditions. These error-maps are a
resource that can guide model users in evaluating the interference conditions
in their own network simulations. To illustrate this, we consider the operation
of various network scenarios.
The first scenario we consider is a WLAN operating in a single collision
domain. Most WLAN deployments use CSMA/CA instead of the DCF mode
of IEEE 802.11. Carrier sensing and backoff schemes in this medium-access
protocol significantly reduce the likelihood of collisions in this scenario. As a
result, we expect that errors in modeling interference from strong or nearby
interferers will not significantly impact network simulations of this scenario.
We also note that because of the proximity of nodes in this network
scenario, if the packets use a low data rate such as MCS 0, they will have
a large link margin. If a node uses a higher data rate such as MCS 6, the
packet will have a small link margin. These characteristics are dependent on
the rate-adaptative protocols employed in the network.
The second scenario we consider involves multiple adjacent collision
domains, each using CSMA/CA. This scenario is typical of densely deployed
Wi-Fi networks found in apartment complexes or metropolitan areas. While
MAC coordination reduces interference from nodes within a single collision
domain, nodes in different collision domains can still interfere with one another.
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In particular, collisions can occur from hidden nodes, which are outside the
carrier-sense range of the transmitter. Collision from these hidden nodes may
result in strong or weak interference.
Because of the density and non-cooperating nature of these adjacent
networks, we expect that collisions will occur much more frequently than the
single collision domain scenario. For example, let us consider a topology where
a WLAN is surrounded by six adjacent networks. For a transmission in the
central network, hidden nodes may cause strong or weak interference. For a
large data packet using MCS 0, the error-map in Figure 7.8(a) shows that
significant model error occurs when five weak interferers are present. The use
of CSMA/CA will prevent interference from some of the adjacent domains,
which makes this model-error unlikely to impact network simulation.
For a large data packet using MCS 6 (with a small link margin), the
error-map in Figure 7.8(f) indicates that significant model-error occurs when
only three weak interferers are involved in a collision. This is much more likely
in this network scenario. As such, model-error could potentially impact the
results of network simulations. Specifically, simulations using the model may
result in more pessimistic behavior than that of the real system.
We now consider the same multiple collision domain scenario when
the nodes are using the DCF mode of IEEE 802.11. This MAC scheme uses
“floor reservation” to prevent nodes within the carrier-sense ranges of both the
transmitter and receiver from causing collisions. As a result, collisions can only
occur when far-away interferers transmit data. As our error-maps indicate,
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for any collision of this kind involving fewer than eight interferers, there is no
model-error. In this way, we can be confident that network simulations of this
scenario will be accurate with respect to the impact of interference.
In general, the specific protocols, topology, and traffic in a network
scenario will determine the frequency at which interference occurs and the
number of packets typically involved in collisions. Model users must carefully
consider these aspects of their network scenarios to characterize interference.
To utilize the error-maps in an effective way, a model user might simulate their
own network scenario and collect statistics on the interference present in their
network. In particular, they could record the number of packets involved in
collisions and the relative strength of these interferers. Using this information,
model users can refer to the error-maps as a guide of how model inaccuracy is
impacting their network simulations.
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Chapter 8
Investigating RBAR with Direct-Execution
Up to this point, our investigation of the physical layer model has been
from the perspective of the physical layer. The interaction between the PHY
and the semantics and policies of other protocol layers, however, determines
how the PHY will impact performance in a wireless system. As such, we now
extend our investigation up the network protocol stack to the MAC layer.
We use direct-execution to examine the impact of physical layer model
accuracy on the performance of a rate-adaptive MAC protocol, namely the
Receiver-Based Auto Rate (RBAR) protocol. Our goal is to demonstrate that
direct-execution is an effective means of studying the accuracy of the physical
layer model from the perspective of the MAC layer. RBAR is a well-suited
vehicle for doing this. Specifically, as a result of the tightly coupled interaction
between RBAR and the physical layer, the link-level behavior of the PHY will
have a direct impact on MAC-level behavior.
We also show how direct-execution provided insight into the design
of the RBAR protocol. In particular, we use the results from our link-level
characterization of the physical layer to alter rate adaptation policies so they
are appropriately tuned for a different wireless channel condition. Using the
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“corrected” adaptation policy causes RBAR to not only provide a low packet-
error rate (as it was intended to), but also operate in a regime where the
physical layer model is more accurate. This shows that the impact of model
accuracy is dependent on the semantics and policies of protocols.
The semantics and policies of protocol layers above the physical layer
determine the packet lengths, MCS, and potential for interference in a network.
This dictates the operating regimes for the physical layer (and the model in
simulation). As a result, when considering the suitability of a PHY model for
use in network simulation we must not only ask: is my model accurate?, we
must also ask: how does my model impact network simulations?
Here, we begin by describing the operation of the RBAR protocol.
Then we present our experimental investigation of RBAR, which evaluates
the accuracy of the PHY model under different operating conditions.
8.1 The Receiver-Based Auto Rate Protocol
In 2001, Holland, Vaidya, and Bahl proposed RBAR as a protocol for
opportunistically adapting the rate of unicast transmissions in an IEEE 802.11
network [80]. This MAC protocol instructs the physical layer to use higher
data rates when link quality improves and backs off to lower rates when this
is not possible. In the protocol, a receiver is responsible for recommending the
“best” rate for a sender’s transmission. RBAR enables this receiver-driven
adapation by piggybacking rate information on the four-way handshake of the
DCF mode of IEEE 802.11 [50].
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Figure 8.1: Four-way handshake for communication in RBAR.
8.1.1 Operation Using Four-Way Handshake
The four-way handshake in the DCF mode of IEEE 802.11 enables
floor-reservation. This additional MAC overhead alleviates the interference
problems associated with hidden nodes in networks using CSMA/CA [76].
Figure 8.1 shows the operation of the modified four-way handshake in RBAR.
A Request-To-Send (RTS) message is sent by the transmitter initiating
unicast communication. This is used to probe the link quality between the
sender and receiver. Based on this information, the receiver determines the
best MCS for the sender to to use in its unicast transmission. This information
is returned to the sender via the Clear-To-Send (CTS) message.
Then, the sender transmits a Reservation Subheader (RSH) to indicate
the rate of the unicast transmission, which allows neighboring nodes to update
their virtual carrier sense information. The RSH is an added frame that is not
part of the normal operation of the DCF mode of IEEE 802.11.
Finally, the data is delivered using the rate (MCS) specified by the
CTS, and an acknowledgement (ACK) is returned by the receiver. Collision
avoidance and retransmission schemes follow from the normal operation of
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IEEE 802.11 [50]. All control messages in RBAR (RTS, CTS, RSH, and ACK)
are sent using the base rate (MCS 0). When the receiver cannot determine a
suitable rate for the data transmission, it will default back to the base rate.
8.1.2 Rate Adaptation Policy
RBAR uses a threshold-based policy to opportunistically determine the
rate of the sender’s transmission. In this scheme, the receiver selects the best
achievable rate for the sender’s transmission based on the SNR of the link,
measured from the RTS. A rate is considered achievable if the SNR of the link
exceeds the SNR threshold corresponding to that MCS.
Table 8.1 shows the SNR thresholds as they are implemented in WiNS.
For a given MCS, each threshold corresponds to the minimum SNR required
to achieve a target quality of service (usually in terms of BER or PER). These
thresholds are based on the performance of the PHY model in an AWGN
channel. The BER performance targeted by the protocol (10−6) corresponds
to a packet-error rate of approximately 1% for a 1500 byte packet.
In our experimental investigation of RBAR, we study the impact of
modifying these thresholds. In particular, we consider the operation of RBAR
using SNR thresholds tuned to other channel conditions and quality of service
parameters. We show this changes the impact of the PHY model on network
simulations by effectively changing the operating regime of the physical layer.
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Table 8.1: RBAR Thresholds for Target BER= 10−6
MCS Data Rate SNR Threshold
0 6.5 Mbps N/A
1 13.0 Mbps 7.2 dB
2 19.5 Mbps 10.1 dB
3 26.0 Mbps 13.8 dB
4 39.0 Mbps 16.9 dB
5 52.0 Mbps 21.7 dB
6 58.5 Mbps 22.9 dB
7 65.0 Mbps 24.7 dB
Table 8.2: Parameters for RBAR Simulations
Paramter Value
System Bandwidth (BW ) 20 MHz
Transmit Power 16.02 dBm
Channel Models TGn Channel Model A (CM-A),
TGn Channel Model D (CM-D)
Environmental Speed 1.2 km/hr
Carrier Frequency (fc) 5 GHz
Carrier Frequency Offset 0 ppm (CFO Correction Disabled)
Packet Length 1500 bytes
Maximum Retransmission Attempts 7
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8.2 Experimental Setup
For the experiments in this chapter, we consider the communication
between a sender and receiver using RBAR in time-varying wireless channels.
Our goal is to evaluate the accuracy of the physical layer model in terms of its
impact on this rate-adaptive MAC protocol. We also show that the impact of
this model depends not only on the wireless channels in a simulation, but also
the semantics and policies of protocol layers above the PHY.
Table 8.2 summarizes the parameters used in our simulations of RBAR.
Here we describe metrics, channels, and protocol policies in these experiments.
8.2.1 Performance Metric
We use throughput as a metric to measure the MAC layer performance
of RBAR in our experiments. For each packet the sender attempts to deliver,
we compute the instantaneous throughput as folllows:
Tput =
{
8L/D, successful packet delivery
0, failed packet delivery
, (8.1)
where L is the packet length in bytes and D is the latency for delivering the
packet. Thus, we measure throughput in bits-per-second.
In addition to the overhead of control messages (RTS, CTS, RSH, and
ACK), the exponential backoff and retransmission policies of IEEE 802.11
contribute to the latency for delivering a packet [50]. If the maximum number
of retransmission attempts is exceeded, the packet will be dropped by the
sender. We define the instantaneous throughput of a dropped packet as zero.
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In our experiments, we measure the performance of the protocol as a
function of the average link quality of the channel. Specifically, we measure
average throughput as it varies with the average SNR of the channel.
8.2.2 Wireless Channels
In evaluating the accuracy of our physical layer model, we consider
the performance of RBAR in time-varying and frequency-selective wireless
channels. We are interested in these particular wireless channel impairments
because we observed them in real experiments with Hydra.
We investigate RBAR using the frequency-flat and frequency selective
channels defined by TGn Channel Model A & D (CM-A and CM-D). We refer
the reader to Section 6.2.1 and 6.2.3 for a detailed discussion of the link-level
behavior of the physical layer in these channels.
We also consider the impact of these two channels with and without
time-dependent fading. The TGn channel models specify the typical fading
effects in indoor wireless scenarios [72]. The rate at which the wireless chan-
nel varies depends on the environmental speed v0 (see Section 5.3). In our
experiments, v0 is 1.2 km/hr, which corresponds to typical walking speeds.
8.2.3 Protocol Policy
To demonstrate how the impact of the PHY model depends on the
protocol policies employed in a simulation, we consider an alternate set of
rate adaptation thresholds. The rate adaptation thresholds in Table 8.1 were
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Table 8.3: Conservative RBAR Thresholds for Target PER ≈ 5%
MCS Data Rate SNR Threshold
0 6.5 Mbps N/A
1 13.0 Mbps 14.8 dB
2 19.5 Mbps 19.8 dB
3 26.0 Mbps 22.0 dB
4 39.0 Mbps 26.7 dB
5 52.0 Mbps 29.2 dB
6 58.5 Mbps 32.6 dB
7 65.0 Mbps 36.3 dB
tuned to achieve a target BER of 10−6 in an AWGN channel. Our results in
Section 6.2.3, however, showed that the link-level performance of the PHY can
suffer in the presence of frequency-selective channels. Therefore, in addition
to the adaptation policy described by Table 8.1, we also consider a policy
with more conservative thresholds. These thresholds are tuned to achieve a
target PER of 5% in a frequency-selective channel (CM-D). Table 8.3 lists the
thresholds for this alternate rate-adaptation policy.
8.3 Experimental Results
We now use direct-execution of the Hydra physical layer to evaluate the
accuracy of our PHY model in terms of its impact on simulations of RBAR. In
particular, we present simulation results for RBAR operating in time-varying
and frequency-selective channels. We also show how the adaptation policies
of RBAR influence the impact that model accuracy has on our simulations.
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The results presented in this section show the throughput performance
of RBAR as it varies with the average SNR of the channel. To achieve a
particular average SNR, we vary the separation distance between the sender
and receiver. Each data point in a graph represents the average throughput
taken over 10 trials; each trial consists of at least 100 packets. We use error
bars to indicate 90% confidence intervals.
8.3.1 Time-Varying Wireless Channels
The results in this section illustrate the impact of time-varying channels
on the throughput performance of RBAR using the adaption policy specified
by Table 8.1, which we refer to as the standard thresholds. Figure 8.2 shows
the throughput behavior of RBAR operating over a frequency-flat channel
with and without time-dependent fading.
Figure 8.2(a) shows the performance of RBAR without time-dependent
fading. Since there is no fading, instantaneous SNR is equal to average SNR.
We see that as the SNR of the link increases, the protocol selects a new rate
(MCS) to take advantage of the improved link quality. For example, when the
SNR exceeds 7.2 dB (the threshold for MCS 1), the PHY switches from using
MCS 0 to MCS 1, which results in an increase in throughput. Similarly, at
each SNR threshold in the adaptation policy specified in Table 8.1, throughput
performance increases in a stepwise fashion.
In Figure 8.2(b), we present the throughput performance of RBAR in
a frequency-flat channel (CM-A) with time-dependent fading. For each value
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(a) CM-A without fading
(b) CM-A with fading
Figure 8.2: Throughput vs. Average SNR (Standard Thresholds, CM-A).
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of average SNR along the x-axis, the throughput performance of the system
is averaged over the distribution of SNRs seen by the fading channel. Based
on the instantaneous SNR of the channel, RBAR opportunistically selects an
operating rate (MCS) to achieve better throughput. The resulting throughput
performance of RBAR increases as a function of average SNR in a smooth (as
opposed to stepwise) fashion.
The results in Figure 8.2 indicate that the physical layer model produces
accurate results when simulating RBAR in a frequency-flat channel. This is
consistent with our expectations based on the similarity between the link-level
behavior of the model and Hydra physical layer shown in Section 6.2.1.
Our next results consider the operation of RBAR in a frequency-selective
channel. Figure 8.3(a) shows the behavior of RBAR without time-dependent
fading. There are two notable features of this behavior. First, at each SNR
threshold or switching point, the adaptation policy prematurely selects a higher
rate. This causes the throughput performance of the link to erratically drop
off and rise, instead of a monotically increasing behavior. We clearly see this
behavior at the switching points corresponding to MCS 1 through 4, which
are 10.1 dB, 13.8 dB, 16.9 dB, and 21.7 dB.
The second notable feature of the results in Fig. 8.3(a) is the throughput
performance of RBAR using the model diverges from that of RBAR using of
the Hydra physical layer. In particular, the model is optimistic with respect
to the Hydra physical layer. This is consistent with our expectation based on
the link-level behavior of the two system shown in Section 6.2.3.
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(a) CM-D without fading
(b) CM-D with fading
Figure 8.3: Throughput vs. Average SNR (Standard Thresholds, CM-D).
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Now we consider the behavior of RBAR operating in CM-D with time-
dependent fading. Our initial expectation about the results of this scenario
were that the differences between the model and Hydra would be abated in
this time-varying channel. Our intuition was that a rapidly changing channel
would cause RBAR to find a suitable rate over the course of successive MAC
layer retransmissions, thereby reducing the impact of differences between the
model and Hydra physical layer.
As it turns out, our intuitions about this scenario were incorrect. The
first reason for this is that the coherence time of the channel was 57.5 msec,
so RBAR saw approximately the same link quality during the course of any
retransmissions. The second reason stems from the SNR threshold in Table 8.1.
RBAR has relatively small SNR ranges in which it can operate (≈ 3 dB) before
switching to a lower or higher data rate. As a result, it was unlikely that the
SNR of the fading channel would fall in an SNR range where the model and
Hydra did not diverge.
The throughput performance in Figure 8.3(b) shows the behavior of
RBAR in a time-varying frequency-selective channel. These results show
throughput averaged over the distribution of the fading channel. This figure
shows that the performance of the model and Hydra significantly diverge from
one another. The optimisim of the model reflected in the results of Fig. 8.3(a)
over the non-fading channel persist in these results. From the results in this
figure, we conclude that the PHY model is not suitable for simulation of RBAR
using the standard adaptation policy.
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8.3.2 Alternative Protocol Policies
The failure of RBAR in the frequency-selective channel (CM-D) of the
previous section stems from improperly tuned SNR switching points in the
standard rate adaptation policy from Table 8.1. This policy is unable to achieve
its target quality of service in CM-D.
Using direct-execution, we characterized the link-level behavior of the
physical layer in frequency-selective channels in Section 6.2.3. These results
allowed us to design an appropriate adaptation policy that is tuned to achieve
a target PER of 5% in the frequency-selective channel (CM-D). This more
conservative policy uses the SNR thresholds presented in Table 8.3. Here,
we show that this new adaptation policy causes RBAR to operate in a regime
where the physical layer model is more accurate.
Figure 8.4(a) shows the performance of RBAR using the conservative
policy in a frequency-flat channel without fading. The throughput perfor-
mance shown in the figure increases in a predictable stepwise fashion. At the
SNR switching point for MCS 1 (14.8 dB), throughput increases as the PHY
switches from MCS 0 to MCS 1. Similar, stepwise behavior is seen at the other
SNR thresholds specified in Table 8.3.
When time-dependent fading is introduced, we see behavior that is
consistent with our expectations from the previous section. The throughput
of RBAR in the frequency-flat channel with fading, shown in Figure 8.4(b),
increases gradually as a function of the average SNR of the channel.
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(a) CM-A without fading
(b) CM-A with fading
Figure 8.4: Throughput vs. Average SNR (Conservative Thresholds, CM-A).
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These results show that the physical layer model still produces accurate
results when simulating RBAR in a frequency-flat channel. This is consistent
with our expectation based on the link-level behavior of the model and Hydra.
The final results in this section present the behavior of RBAR using the
conservative adaptation policy in a frequency-selective channel (CM-D). The
results in Figure 8.5(a) show the throughput performance in CM-D without
fading. The use of the conservative adaption thresholds allows the protocol to
operate as intended in this channel, i.e., where the throughput performance
increases in a stepwise fashion. The behavior of RBAR here is similar to that
of RBAR in a frequency-flat channel, shown in Fig. 8.4(a).
In Figure 8.5(b), we present results showing the performance of RBAR
in CM-D with fading. The throughput of RBAR in this time-varying channel
gradually increases as expected. We also observe that the average throughput
of RBAR in the frequency-selective fading channel dominates that of RBAR
in a flat fading channel, shown in Fig. 8.4(b).
These results show that changing the adaptation policies employed by
RBAR improved the accuracy of the physical layer model with respect to its
impact on simulations of the protocol. We note that at low SNR (< 5 dB),
the performance of RBAR using the model and Hydra physical layer still
diverges in the frequency-selective channel (see Fig. 8.5). This is consistent
with our understanding of the link-level behavior of the physical layer from
our measurements using direct-execution in Section 6.2.3.
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(a) CM-D without fading
(b) CM-D with fading
Figure 8.5: Throughput vs. Average SNR (Conservative Thresholds, CM-D).
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8.4 Model Evaluation
From the experimental results presented in the previous section, we
can identify the operating regimes where our physical layer model is suitable
for simulating the RBAR protocol. In this way, direct-execution allows us to
identify the conditions under which we can trust such simulation results.
From our results, we conclude that the accuracy of the PHY model is
suitable for simulating RBAR in time-varying frequency-flat channels. The
model is also suitable for simulating RBAR in a frequency-selective fading
channel when the protocol employs conservative adaptation thresholds. Our
direct-execution approach allowed us to tune the protocol parameters of RBAR
so that it provides a low packet-error rate (as it was intended to) in a frequency-
selective channel. In doing so, this also causes the PHY to operate in a regime
where the model is more accurate.
Our investigation demonstrated that direct-execution is an effective
means of evaluating the impact of a physical layer model on simulations of
other protocol layers. Further, it demonstrates how the impact of a physical
layer model on network simulations depends on the semantics and policies of
protocol layers above the PHY.
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Chapter 9
Investigating DSR with Direct-Execution
In this chapter, we continue our migration up the network protocol
stack. Here, we extend our investigation to the network or routing layer. We
use direct-execution to examine the impact of physical layer model accuracy
on the operation of an on-demand ad hoc routing protocol, namely Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) [81].
The interactions between the semantics and policies of this routing
protocol and the PHY determine how the protocol behaves under different
wireless impairments. In this way, conclusions drawn from simulations of such
protocols depend on the accuracy of physical layer models. Our goal in this
chapter is to demonstrate that direct-execution is an effective means of studying
the accuracy of a PHY model from the perspective of the network layer.
We also show how a simple modification to the DSR protocol can miti-
gate the impact of model inaccuracy in network simulations. This modification
causes the protocol to operate in a regime where the model is more accurate.
Moreover, this allows us to generate trustworthy results using our physical
layer model in network simulations of DSR.
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Here, we begin by describing the DSR protocol and its implementation
in WiNS. Then we present our experimental investigation of DSR using direct-
execution. We evaluate the impact of physical layer model accuracy on the
routing behavior of this protocol under different operating conditions.
9.1 Dynamic Source Routing
Wireless ad hoc networks can be dynamically formed to enable com-
munication between nodes without the use of existing network infrastructure.
Each node in an ad hoc network participates in routing by forwarding traffic
from neighboring nodes. This allows nodes to communicate with one another
over multiple hops when direct (single-hop) communication is not possible.
DSR is a simple and efficient protocol for finding routes in multi-hop
wireless networks [81]. The protocol only initiates routing in response to the
traffic generated in the network. The advantage of this on-demand approach
is that DSR does not incur the overhead associated with periodic probing
messages used in other link-state routing protocols [82]. The disadvantage of
this approach is that it incurs added latency when initially finding a new route.
The DSR protocol uses source routing. That is, each packet contains
routing information in its header that specifies the hop-by-hop route that a
packet must traverse. The main advantage of source routing is that interme-
diate nodes do not need to maintain up-to-date routing information in order
to forward packets; routing decisions are made by the original sender and all
the information necessary for forwarding is included in every packet.
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Figure 9.1: Broadcast Flooding of RREQ to Initiate Route Discovery.
9.1.1 Basic Operation
The DSR protocol consists of two main mechanisms: Route Discovery
and Route Maintenance. A source node with traffic to send obtains a route to
its intended destination by initiating route discovery. In Figure 9.1, a source
node A broadcasts a ROUTE REQUEST (RREQ) that is flooded through the
network in a controlled manner until it arrives at the destination node D.
Each node in the network adds its own address to the source route included
in a RREQ before rebroadcasting this message. In this way, a RREQ arriving
at D will contain a route describing a multi-hop path from source A.
As depicted in Figure 9.2, the destination node D completes the route
discovery process by delivering a ROUTE REPLY (RREP) to the source A. The
RREP contains the addresses of nodes along the discovered route. The unicast
reply can be sent along the reverse direction of this source route, as depicted
in Fig. 9.2, or along another previously discovered route.
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Figure 9.2: Delivery of Unicast RREP Completes Route Discovery.
Upon receipt of a ROUTE REPLY, the sender starts forwarding packets
along the newly discovered route. Route Maintenance is the mechanism by
which DSR notifies the source when this route “breaks” and is no longer valid.
A link between two nodes may break because of changes in network topology
or because the state of the wireless channel has changed. Each node along
the source route is responsible for confirming that packets have been received
by the next hop in the route. This can be accomplished using MAC layer
feedback or through network layer acknowledgements. If a node cannot confirm
successful delivery to the next hop, it sends a ROUTE ERROR (RERR) message
to the source node to notify it that a link along the route is broken. The
source node updates its local route information to remove any routes through
this broken link and then reinitiates route discovery as needed.
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9.1.2 Implementation Decisions
Our implementation of DSR in WiNS supports the three main tasks
that the protocol is responsible for, namely (i) forwarding a data packet using
source routing, (ii) route discovery, and (iii) route maintenance. The central
data structure maintained by DSR is a route cache. During a single Route
Discovery, a node can learn and cache multiple routes to a single destination.
This allows a node to consider multiple routes when making a new routing
decision. Each time a node receives a packet containing routing information,
it updates its local route cache with any routes in which it might be involved.
To control flooding during route discovery, each node maintains a route
request table that keeps track of the RREQ messages it has recently seen. If
a node receives a RREQ that is already in the table, it will not rebroadcast
the message. In addition, we use the time-to-live (TTL) value to implement
expanding ring search during route discovery [81]. This method allows the
source to search for a destination at progressively longer hop distances. A
source node initially sets the TTL for route requests to 1 and searches for
a destination among its immediate neighbors. If the destination is found, a
RREP will be returned to the source, otherwise the source will timeout and
send a new RREQ with twice the TTL value. This expanding ring seach will
continue to explore the network until the source finds its target or gives up.
Our DSR implementation uses explicit link-level feedback to enable
route maintenance. The IEEE 802.11 protocol in WiNS provides an explicit
notification to DSR when a packet is successfully acknowledged by the MAC
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layer. On the other hand, if the MAC layer fails to deliver a packet after the
maximum number of retransmission attempts, it notifies DSR that the packet
was dropped. This triggers route maintenance; the node sends a ROUTE ERROR
message to notify the source about the broken link.
In the normal operation of the DSR protocol, broadcast messages
(namely route requests) are sent using the base rate (MCS 0). All other
packets can then be sent using the same rate or at a rate specified by the
MAC layer. In our investigation of DSR, we consider a simple modification
to the protocol where a RREQ can be sent using a higher data rate, namely
MCS 3. As such, our implementation of DSR in WiNS also provides additional
mechanisms needed to adapt the rate of all its outgoing packets, a feature that
is not part of the conventional DSR protocol.
The nodes in our DSR implementation do not operate in promiscuous
mode, where address filtering of the MAC layer is disabled causing the network
layer to overhear all packets that the interface receives. Also, we do not allow
an intermediate node to send an early ROUTE REPLY when it receives a request
whose target is already in its route cache. While these features can be used
to enhance the performance of DSR, they are not necessary for the normal
operation of the routing protocol. Table 9.1 summarizes relevant parameters
for the configuration of DSR in WiNS.
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Table 9.1: DSR Parameters and Configuration in WiNS
Paramter Value
Send Buffer Size 64 packets
Maximum Retransmission Attempts 2
Maximum Route Request Attempts 16
Acknowledgement Mechanism link-level feedback
Route Request Method expanding ring search
Promiscuous Mode off
Intermediate Route Caching no
Table 9.2: Parameters for DSR Simulations
Paramter Value
Network Area 150m x 150m
Channel Model TGn Channel Model A (CM-A)
Pathloss Exponent (n) 3.5
Carrier Frequency (fc) 5 GHz
Carrier Frequency Offset 0 ppm (CFO Correction Disabled),
13.675 ppm (CFO Correction Enabled)






In our experimental investigation of DSR, we consider the protocol’s
ability to connect two distant nodes based on the density of nodes between
them. This result can be interesting in a variety of scenarios. For example, it
can determine the average number of relays needed to maintain connectivity
between command posts in an emergency or disaster relief scenario.
Our goal in these experiments is to demonstrate that direct-execution
is an effective means of evaluating the accuracy of a physical layer model in
terms of its impact on network simulations and the conclusions drawn from
such simulations. We do this by investigating DSR in a network scenario using
a frequency-flat channel (CM-A) with and without carrier frequency offset.
Table 9.2 summarizes the relevant parameters in our DSR simulations.
Here, we describe details of the simulation scenario and basic methodology
used in these experiments.
9.2.1 Topology, Traffic, and Metrics
For our experiments, we consider a network scenario where nodes are
deployed in a 150m x 150m area. The source is located at the bottom left
corner of this square area, while the destination is located at its top right
corner. The remaining nodes, which will act as relays, are placed at random
across this area using a uniform distribution.
Using DSR, the source attempts to send fixed-rate CBR traffic to the
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destination by forming an ad hoc network with the aid of the other nodes
in the network. We refer to a topology as “well-connected” if the source can
successfully deliver at least 95% of its data packets. In this way, packet-delivery
ratio (PDR) is used as a metric for evaluating network layer performance.
9.2.2 Methodology
The experiments in this chapter are designed to measure the ability of
DSR to connect two distant nodes based on the density of nodes in a network.
To measure this, our basic methodology was to simulate 100 random topologies
for a given number of relays and evaluate the percentage of topologies that are
well-connected. This average ratio of connected topologies provides a measure
of the “connective” ability of DSR as the density of relay nodes increases.
We use direct-execution to evaluate the accuracy of our model in terms
of its impact on this behavior of the routing protocol. Specifically, we examine
the impact of model accuracy when the PHY is operating with and without of
carrier frequency offset. We refer the reader to Section 6.2.2 for a discussion
on how this impairment impacts the link-level behavior of the PHY.
Further, we also examine the impact of model accuracy after applying a
straightforward modification of the DSR protocol. In particular, we broadcast
all RREQ messages during route discovery using MCS 3; in contrast to the
normal operation of DSR, which sends RREQs at MCS 0. Using a less robust
modulation and coding scheme for RREQ messages will require that hops used
for routing have a better average link quality.
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9.3 Experiment Results
We now use direct-execution to evaluate the accuracy of our PHY model
in terms of its impact on network simulations of DSR. We first present results
that show how the behavior of DSR using the model and Hydra diverge in the
presence of CFO. Then we show simulation results using our modification of
the DSR protocol, which sends all RREQ messages at MCS 3.
Our results present the average connectivity ratio as the number of
nodes in the network increases. This is the ratio of connected networks in a
set of random topologies. We employ this unconventional metric in order to
evaluate the protocol in terms of its ability to achieve a given task. In this way,
we are evaluating the protocol based on the conclusions one might draw about
its utility in a given scenario. Each data point in the graph represents the
connectivity ratio averaged over 5 trials; each trial consisting of 100 random
topologies. We use error bars to indicate 90% confidence intervals.
9.3.1 Connectivity with Carrier Frequency Offset
The first results we present show the behavior of normal DSR when
operating with and without CFO. Figure 9.3 shows the connectivity ratio of
DSR as it varies with the network size, i.e., the number of nodes available for
ad hoc routing in the network in addition to the source and destination.
Figure 9.3 shows the performance of DSR using simulations with the
physical layer model and direct-execution of the Hydra physical layer, with and
without CFO. These four curves all show that as the network density increases,
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Figure 9.3: Connectivity Ratio vs. Network Size with Normal DSR.
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the connectivity ratio also rises. This behavior is consistent with our intuition.
As the density of the network increases, the probability of having one or more
nodes within communciation range of each node increases, which improves the
likelihood of each node having neighbors through which to route traffic. This
increases the chance of finding a route from the source to the destination.
Fig. 9.3 shows the behavior of the model and Hydra are consistent in
a frequency-flat channel without CFO (CM-A). Also, as the physical layer
model does not consider CFO, the curve representing the behavior of DSR
using the model in a frequency-flat channel with CFO (CMA+CFO) is also
consistent with the previous two curves. The figure shows that when using
direct-execution of the Hydra physical layer, however, the operation of DSR in
the presence of CFO noticeably diverges from that of the model. For example, in
the presence of carrier frequency offset, achieving 80% connectivity using DSR
requires approximately 5 more (or 50% more) nodes than what was predicted
by simulations using the PHY model.
In Chapter 6, our investigation of the link-level behavior of the PHY
using direct-execution showed that the packet-error rate performance of the
PHY was adversely impacted by CFO, especially at lower SNR using lower
data rates. As a result of this impairment, the effective transmission radius
of a node – the distance at which packets can be successfully received by the
physical layer – is diminished. This means that propagating RREQ and data
packets through the network requires that neighboring nodes be closer, or
equivalently a higher density of nodes in the network.
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9.3.2 Modifying DSR Operation
The normal operation of DSR (sending RREQ messages with MCS 0)
tends to choose “shortest-path” routes, i.e., those that favor fewer hops [83, 84].
This results in hops over larger distances with lower quality links that are often
unstable and can be susceptible to interference. In DSR, broken links can incur
the cost of significant latency and overhead if they trigger the need for route
discovery. As such, it could be advantageous to route traffic over “shorter”
hops with higher link quality.
In this section, we consider a simple modification to the DSR protocol
that achieves this short-hop behavior; specifically, we send RREQ messages
using MCS 3. To decode RREQ messages at this higher rate, hops involved in
a route must have a higher link quality. Our goal in experimenting with this
modified version of DSR is to show how changing protocol policies can influence
the impact that physical layer model accuracy has on network simulations.
Figure 9.4 shows the performance of the modified DSR protocol. The
curves represent simulations using the model and direct-execution of the Hydra
physical layer, as well as operation with and without CFO. As in our previous
results, the connectivity ratio of DSR rises as network density increases. The
figure also indicates that our modification to DSR increases the overall node
density required to create a well-connected network topology, in contrast to
normal DSR. This is consistent with our expectations, as route discovery in
this modified protocol restricts routes to contain hops over shorter distances.
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Figure 9.4: Connectivity Ratio vs. Network Size with Modified DSR.
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Figure 9.4 also shows that the behavior of DSR using the PHY model
and direct-execution of the Hydra physical layer are more consistent. As the
graph indicates, the behavior of all of the curves is within the margin of error
denoted by the error bars. These results show that our simple modification
to DSR improved the accuracy of simulations using the physical layer model.
Moreover, the modification to DSR caused the physical layer to operate in a
regime where the model was more accurate.
We showed that this “short-hop” modification of DSR can alter the
impact that a physical layer model can have on network simulations. While
similar short-hop approaches have been explored by other researchers, we also
note that Haenggi and Puccinelli have shown in some scenarios multihop com-
munication over many short-hops can be undesirable. Specifically, they argue
that routing over many short hops increases end-to-end latency and can in-
crease the overall level of interference in a network [85].
Since our experiments investigated DSR operation using a single traffic
source, our results do not explore the impact of interference. Additional traffic
sources or backlogged queues could be used to create interference and evaluate
our DSR modification in terms of its ability to create more resiliant routes. Our
goal in these experiments, however, was to demonstrate that direct-execution
is an effective means of studying the impact of model accuracy on network
simulations and show how the policies of a protocol can influence the impact
of such a model. As such, we leave an investigation of the interference-related
issues of our DSR modification as future work.
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9.4 Model Evaluation
We used the results in the previous section to evaluate the accuracy of
the PHY model in WiNS from the perspective of the network or routing layer.
Direct-execution allowed us to identify operating regimes where the physical
layer model could be used to generate trustworthy simulation results.
From our results, we conclude that our physical layer model is suitable
for simulating DSR in frequency-flat channels without CFO. In contrast, sim-
ulations of this protocol using the model and Hydra significantly diverge in
the presence of CFO. Using a simple modification of DSR, we can cause the
physical layer model to operate in a regime where it is more accurate.
Using direct-execution to study the link-level behavior of the PHY pro-
vided insight into the performance of the physical layer in the presense of
CFO. In particular, we observed how this impairment impacted lower data
rates (MCS 0) more than higher data rates (MCS 3). Using this insight, we
modified the operation of DSR in a simple way, so that we can trust results
derived from simulations of the modified protocol using the PHY model.
Our investigation of DSR demonstrated that direct-execution is an ef-
fective means of evaluating the accuracy of a physical layer model in terms of
its impact on network simulations. We also showed how the impact of such
models depends on the semantics and policies of the routing protocol. More
generally, the semantics and policies of protocol layers above the PHY dictate
the operating regimes for the physical layer. Direct-execution is an effective
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means of identifying the operating conditions under which a physical layer
model is suitable for network simulations.
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Chapter 10
Future Work, Contributions, and Conclusions
Our main contribution is that we have demonstrated direct-execution
of a real physical layer implementation is an effective means of evaluating the
accuracy of a PHY model from the perspectives of different protocol layers.
This approach leverages the inherent credibility of a real-world testbed with
the scalability and repeatability of simulation. Moreover, direct-execution is
an accessible and effective means of establishing trust in the physical layer
models used in wireless network simulation.
The second major contribution of our work is that we used direct-
execution to characterize the accuracy of a sophisticated physical layer model
that is used in other state-of-the-art network simulators, including ns-3. We
were able to identify operating regimes where the model was accurate and
show accountable differences where it is not. Here, we discuss directions for
future work and summarize other contributions of this work.
10.1 Future Work
There are several directions in which future work could extend our
study. First, we propose work that would directly leverage the framework and
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results developed in this disseration. Then, we discuss a potential mechanism
for improving the performance of direct-execution simulations.
10.1.1 Validating Additional Physical Layer Models
The most obvious direction to extend our direct-execution approach
would be to utilize this technique in validating other physical layer models,
including basic threshold models still used in many network simulators. The
goal of such a study would be to use direct-execution to evaluate the impact
of these less sophisticated models on network simulation.
In addition, our work could also be directly extended for validating
MIMO physical layer models. The proliferation of IEEE 802.11n devices and
other multi-antenna systems makes this an important class of physical layers
to validate. The framework of WiNS and Hydra lay the foundation for such
an investigation. In particular, WiNS implements the MIMO channel models
defined by the IEEE 802.11 Task Group N, and the Hydra physical layer is an
implementation of the MIMO PHY from the IEEE 802.11n standard.
10.1.2 Developing Empirical Models
The extensive experiments in our study provide a significant set of
measurements that could be used to develop more accurate physical layer
models. In particular, parameterized models of the physical layer could be fit
to the link-level measurements in our study. These empirical models would
provide more accurate network simulations using realistic wireless conditions
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and impairments, namely frequency-selectivity and carrier frequency offset.
10.1.3 Hardware-in-the-Loop
One of the main drawbacks of direct-execution is that it is a computa-
tionally intensive approach. A potential way of improving the performance of
direct-execution would be to use hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) techniques in con-
junction with network simulation. HIL is a technique for real-time simulation,
often used in developing embedded systems. To improve the performance of
direct-execution, computationally intensive physical layer processing could be
offloaded to high-performance hardware, such as DSPs and FPGAs. Platforms
such as WARP have been used to deploy such high-performance physical layer
implementations in real-world experiments [86]. This kind of system could
serve as a starting point from which to implement HIL network simulation.
10.2 Contributions
The first main contribution of our work was that we demonstrated that
direct-execution is an effective means of evaluating the accuracy of a PHY
model in terms of its impact on network simulation. Secondly, our investigation
provided insight into the operating regimes where this model is accurate. Here,
we summarize the other contributions of our work.
The foundation for our work is the implementation of the prototyping
platform and network testbed Hydra. In particular, we verified the operation of
the physical layer implementation from Hydra in practical real-world settings.
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Experimenting with Hydra provided insights into the wireless channels and
radio impairments that are present in real systems. The real-world operation
of the Hydra testbed (and its physical layer implementation) distinguishes our
approach using direct-execution from hybrid-simulation efforts.
We also designed and implemented a new wireless network simulator,
called WiNS, focused on more accurately modeling operations of the physical
layer and its interactions with the wireless channel and other protocol layers.
The sophisticated physical layer model implemented in WiNS is also shared
by other state-of-the-art network simulators, including ns-3. In this way, our
validation study has implications regarding the fidelity of other network sim-
ulators using this model. We integrated the physical layer implementation
from Hydra so that the same code running on the real testbed could execute
directly in the simulation environment of WiNS.
The first part of our investigation used direct-execution to study the
link-level behavior of the physical layer. We conducted extensive experiments
that characterized the operation of a PHY implementation in realistic wireless
conditions. Using these direct-execution results, we evaluated the accuracy
of the PHY model in WiNS under this extensive set of realistic conditions.
Moreover, we showed that direct-execution is an effective means of validating
a PHY model by identifying operating conditions in which it is accurate and
showing accountable differences when it is not.
The next part of our study considered the operation of the physical
layer in the presence of interference. We conducted experiments to compare
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the performance of our PHY model against direct-execution of the Hydra
physical layer in an ALOHA network. In particular, our results validated
the piecewise-interference strategy of the model for simulations of a WLAN
in a single collision domain. We also conducted extensive experiments to
characterize the accuracy of our interference model as a function of the relative
strength and number of packets involved in collisions. We developed error-
maps as a resource for model users to guide them in evaluating the accuracy
of the PHY model based on interference in their own network simulations.
In the second half of our investigation, we used direct-execution to eval-
uate the accuracy of our PHY model from the perspective of other protocol
layers. First, we examined the impact of model accuracy on the performance of
a rate-adaptive MAC protocol, namely the Receiver-Based Auto Rate (RBAR)
protocol. We evaluated the impact of model error using direct-execution to
simulate RBAR in different wireless conditions. Based on these results, we
used our link-level measurements to appropriately tune the adaptation poli-
cies in RBAR for these wireless conditions. This demonstrates how direct-
execution can also provide insight into the design of cross-layer protocols.
By altering the policies of RBAR, we caused the protocol to operate in a
regime where the physical layer model was more accurate. This demonstrated
how semantics and policies of protocol layers above the PHY determine the
impact that a physical layer model has on the accuracy of network simulations.
Our investigation of RBAR demonstrates that direct-execution is an effective
means of validating such models from the perspective of the MAC layer.
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In the final part of our work, we used direct-execution to study the
impact of our PHY model on simulations of an ad hoc network. In particular,
we investigated the performance of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). We used
direct-execution to examine the accuracy of the physical layer model in terms
of its impact on the behavior of DSR. We also showed that a simple modifi-
cation to the protocol could mitigate the impact of model inaccuracy. Specif-
ically, this modification caused the protocol to operate in a regime where the
PHY model was more accurate. This work reinforces our contributions from
the RBAR investigation; that is, this further demonstrates direct-execution is
an effective means of validating physical layer models from the perspective of
different protocol layers.
10.3 Conclusions
Simulation is a powerful and efficient tool for researchers studying wire-
less networks. Validating the physical layer models used by wireless network
simulators is critical for establishing trust in simulation results. In particular,
validation should improve our understanding of the accuracy of such models
in terms of their impact on the behavior of protocol layers above the PHY.
Direct-execution is an effective means of evaluating the accuracy of a physical
layer model in this manner.
Using direct-execution in this study, we learned that the sophisticated
physical layer model used in many state-of-the-art network simulators is an
accurate representation of a real implementation under some specific wireless
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conditions. Under other realistic wireless channels and impairments, the model
can produce inaccurate network simulation results. Direct-execution is an
effective means of identifying the operating regimes where a physical layer
model is accurate and showing accountable difference where it is not. Thus,
our direct-execution approach is a practical method for developing a better







The weight coefficients of the (133,171) RCPC code can be used to
bound the the hard-decision decoding performance of this convolutional code.
The mother-code of this RCPC code is a rate 1/2 convolutional code with
memory M = 6, whose generator polynomials have an octal representation
of (133,171). Table A.1 lists the weight coefficients {ad} and free distance
(dfree) for each coding rate used by the IEEE 802.11n physical layer [61].
Table A.1: Weight Spectra of (133,171) RCPC Code
Code Rate dfree (an, n = dfree, dfree + 1, dfree + 2, . . .)
1/2 10
(11, 0, 38, 0, 193, 0, 1331, 0, 7275, 0, 40406, 0,
234969, 0, 1337714, 0, 7594819, 0, 43375588)
2/3 6
(1, 16, 48, 158, 642, 2435,
9174, 34705, 131585, 499608)
3/4 5
(8, 31, 160, 892, 4512, 23307,
121077, 625059, 3234886, 16753077)
5/6 4
(14, 69, 654, 4996, 39699, 315371,
2507890, 19921920, 158275483, 1257455600)
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Appendix B
Link-Level Packet-Error Rate Measurements
In Chapter 6, we presented measurements that compared the link-level
behavior of our physical layer model against direct-execution of the Hydra
physical layer. In particular, we presented the packet-error rate performance
of the PHY under different operating conditions. Those results showed the
performance of the PHY using MCS 0, 3, and 6. Here, we present the complete
set of measurements from our experiments. All of the figures in this appendix
use the same symbology, which is depicted in Figure B.1.
Figure B.2 shows link-level behavior over an AWGN channel. Fig. B.3
shows PER performance in the presence of carrier frequency offset (CFO).
Figures B.4 and B.5 show this behavior in the frequency-selective channels of
TGn channel model D & F. Finally, Fig. B.6 presents PER performance in an
AWGN channel using shorter 40 byte packets.
Figure B.1: Common Symbology for Link-Level Measurements.
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Figure B.2: PER vs. SNR in CM-A without Fading.
Figure B.3: PER vs. SNR with CFO (U [−13.675, 13.675] ppm).
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Figure B.4: PER vs. SNR in CM-D without Fading (σrms = 56 ns).
Figure B.5: PER vs. SNR in CM-F without Fading (σrms = 151 ns).
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In Chapter 7, we evaluated the accuracy of the physical layer model
in WiNS under different interference condititions. We used these results to
generate error-maps that illustrate model accuracy as a function of the type of
interference and the number of packets involved in collisions. Here, we present
the numerical data corresponding to the error-maps from Section 7.4. We
show model-error data corresponding to scenarios using 1500 byte packets in
Tables C.1−C.6. Tables C.7−C.12 show model-error data for 40 byte packets.
Table C.1: Interference Model Error (1500 Bytes, MCS 0, M = 10 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Weak 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.180 0.694 0.419 0.179
Nearby 0.002 0.315 0.308 0.027 0.000 0.000 0.000
Strong 0.022 0.132 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Table C.2: Interference Model Error (1500 Bytes, MCS 0, M = 3 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.006 0.005
Weak 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.079 0.465 0.679 0.475
Nearby 0.004 0.671 0.125 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.000
Strong 0.654 0.054 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Table C.3: Interference Model Error (1500 Bytes, MCS 3, M = 10 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Weak 0.000 0.087 0.570 0.125 0.007 0.000 0.000
Strong 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Table C.4: Interference Model Error (1500 Bytes, MCS 3, M = 3 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.006 0.005
Weak 0.000 0.022 0.395 0.444 0.152 0.035 0.000
Strong 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Table C.5: Interference Model Error (1500 Bytes, MCS 6, M = 10 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Weak 0.007 0.744 0.347 0.062 0.006 0.000 0.000
Strong 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Table C.6: Interference Model Error (1500 Bytes, MCS 6, M = 3 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.011 0.017 0.000
Weak 0.001 0.249 0.722 0.391 0.089 0.038 0.000
Strong 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Table C.7: Interference Model Error (40 Bytes, MCS 0, M = 10 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Weak 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.259 0.821 0.674
Strong 0.027 0.630 0.167 0.033 0.004 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.004 0.012 0.749 0.450 0.168 0.028 0.000
Table C.8: Interference Model Error (40 Bytes, MCS 0, M = 3 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Weak 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.028 0.318 0.000
Strong 0.055 0.413 0.089 0.016 0.002 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.002 0.244 0.672 0.320 0.096 0.013 0.000
Table C.9: Interference Model Error (40 Bytes, MCS 3, M = 10 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Weak 0.000 0.001 0.462 0.558 0.275 0.114 0.000
Strong 0.177 0.021 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.113 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Table C.10: Interference Model Error (40 Bytes, MCS 3, M = 3 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.015 0.000
Weak 0.001 0.001 0.046 0.485 0.686 0.422 0.000
Strong 0.177 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.105 0.006 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Table C.11: Interference Model Error (40 Bytes, MCS 6, M = 10 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.013 0.047 0.153
Weak 0.008 0.247 0.599 0.332 0.161 0.095 0.000
Strong 0.027 0.630 0.167 0.033 0.004 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.062 0.005 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Table C.12: Interference Model Error (40 Bytes, MCS 6, M = 3 dB).
Ncoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Far-away 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.011 0.000 0.000
Weak 0.002 0.008 0.568 0.710 0.505 0.380 0.000
Strong 0.158 0.016 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Nearby 0.060 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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